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Another Car Fire 
Hits Campus
A cc iden ta l Car Fire Makes 
Third of its Kind In A Week
By Lillian M. Aleman 
News Editor
The third accidental car 
fire within a week occurred 
this past Tuesday near the 
Field House in Lot 24, causing 
many to wonder what the 
origin of the fires were.





a p p r o x i ­
m ately five 
minutes by 
the Little Falls 
V o lu n te e r  
Fire Depart­
ment.
A c c o rd ­
ing to Chief 
Fire Marshall Thomas 
Costello, the cause of the 
fire "appears to be in the 
engine compartment of the 
car."
Costello says that "there 
are no signs of foul play."
Last Wednesday in Lot 22, 
a ‘94 Chevy Van suffered 
from an electrical malfunc­
tion when "the wires from 
the speakers were crossed," 
said MSU Detective Kiernan 
Barrett. That fire was quickly
extinguished and ruled as an 
"accidental fire."
Earlier tha t same day, 
another car fire involving a 
Ford Van,-caused two sur­
rounding cars; a burgundy 
Nissan and a blue Saab, to 
be "destroyed completely" 
said Detective Barrett.
Three other nearby vehi­





e n g i n e s  
from the 
Little Falls 
F i r e  
D e p a r t ­
ment and 
o n e  
e n g i n e  
from the 
Clifton Fire Department, 
arrived at the scene at 11:42 
a.m. The fire took about six 
minutes to extinguish.
Costello adds that if the 
fife crews did not act quickly 
and efficiently, "a gas tank 
could have leaked causing 
the gas to flow  dow n hill 
igniting additiondl cars."
According to Barrett, a 
small can of lighter fluid was 
found near the scene of the
See "FIRES" ON P.4
66  NO ONE SHOULD 
BE ALARMED ABOUT 




Sprague Field Bleachers 
Now A Safety Concern
MIKE SANCHEZ /  THE MONTCLARION
EMS workers offer the ir help to the woman (second 
from left) who fell between the steps o f the Sprague 
Field bleachers during Saturday’s football game against 
Rowan.
By Robert Schmetter 
StoffWriter
A wom an fell from 'the  
bleachers at Sprague Field 
during Saturday's football 
game against Rowan, rais­
ing concerns of spectator 
safety.
The woman was walking 
up the steps at halftime when 
her foot got caught between 
the benches.
Montclair Security officers 
Randy Padulla and Detec­
tive Kieran Barrett, as well as 
MSU EMS, rushed to prevent 
the vyoman from succumb­
ing to the 15 foot fall to the 
ground.
The rescue crew  m an­
aged to pull the woman 
to safety on the bleachers 
where EMS examined her.
Though she did not sustain 
any major scrapes or bruises 
she was, according to wit­
nesses, frightened and “quite 
shaken up.”
The incident has left many
spectators to doubt the 
integrity of the structure.
“There are bumps and 
cracks all over,” says Jessica
Jackson, a CJifton resident 
and Red Hawks spectator.
“ I'm afraid to bring my 
five year old to the games
See "SPRAGUE" on p.4
SGA Treasurer Questioned 
Regarding Code of Ethics
Elhagin Not Permitted to Receive Payment 
for Deejay Services to SGA Organizations
By Inbal Kabanov 
Production Editor
SGA Treasurer Sharif 
Elhagin, who has recently 
been accused of violating 
the SGA Code of Ethics by 
receiving financial compen­
sa tion  for dee jay services 
to SGA organizations whose 
funds he overseas, denied 
the accusations against him 
in a recent SGA meeting, 
claiming his actions did not 
contradict the Code.
Elhagin spoke to the SGA 
legislature a t an SGA meet­
ing, stating that he does not 
believe his actions conflict 
with the execution of his
duty as treasurer and offered 
a compromise in which a 
third party would oversee 
the financial compensation 
he receives as a deejay for 
SGA organizations.








year, a t the 




tha t “ a m em ber shall not 
have any direct or indirect 
interest, financial or
otherwise...that is in substan­
tial conflict with the proper 
discharge of the member's 
duties in the pub lic inter­
est..., shall not act ...in any 
matter wherein the member 
has d irect 
or indirect 
p e r s o n a l  
f i n a n c i a l  
i n t e r e s t  
that might 
r e a s o n ­
ably be 
expe c ted  
to impair 
the mem- 
b e r ’ s 
o b je c t iv ­
ity... [and] shall not under­
take any outside employ-
See"SGA"onp.3
66  H e  w a s  n o t
PURPOSELY GOING 
AGAINST THE RULING, 
BUT THE ACTION WAS 
STILL IN VIOLATION. 99
>  -Jason Long, 
SC3?/\ A ttorney C3 enera!
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11/4/01 - An MSU EMS 
employee reported that 
a UHF emergency radio 
had been stolen while 
on call in Life Hall. .
11/3/01 - A vehicle 
that was stolen in 
Newark was recovered 
in a parking- lot on 
campus.
11/3/01 - A male ; 
student reported that 
his 1999 Jeep Cherokee 
was stolen while parked 
in a campus parking- 
lot .
11/2/01 - A male 
student reported that 
his saxophone had been 
stolen while his band 
played in the Blanton/ 
Bohn quad.
e p o r t
10/31/01 - An unknown 
suspect graffitied on the 
wall of the building near 
the cafeteria. Graffiti 
and broken glass were 
also found on the side 
facing Valley Road.
10/31/01 —  A student 
reported that her jacket 
and cell phone had 
been stolen from Sprague 
Library.
10/31/01 - A student 
reported that she lost 
her wallet at the Student 
Center computer lab.
10/25/01 - An MSU officer 
pulled over a male 
driver for driving on 
the wrong side of Clove 
Road. Little Falls 
police administered a 
Breathalyzer test and 
determined that the - 
suspect was intoxicated 
and he was placed under 
arrest.
A 16-year-old Avenel boy who stabbed a classmate in the 
back, was sentenced as an adult to six years in prison. Jakub 
Pytel, who was 14 at the time of the attack, pleaded guilty to 
aggravated assault for stabbing Adam Jones in a middle school 
■pin Woodbridge. In exchange for Pyfel's plea on the second- 
degree aggravated assault charge, prosecutors agreed to dismiss 
t 'a  charge of attempted murder that carried a sentence of up.to M  
20 years in prison.
A new $3 million ferry pier was opened Monday at the Southern' 
| tip of Manhattan, cutting the 25-minute sea trip in half from the 
Hoboken Terminal for New Jersey commuters. The Port Authority 
built the boat slips in Battery Park, in ¡usi six weeks, after terrorist 
attacks on the World Trade Center forced the closure of the 
ferry terminal at thè World Financial Center,
A receptionist accused of stealing thousands of dollars from 
her employer, hds been charged -with embezzling.more than 
$15,000 from another boss, a Denville lawyer who did not know 
about her legal troubles. Attorney Michael Rowland claimed 
Karen Gunther of Rockaway stole at least 14 blank checks from 
the business. Rowland hired Gunther in Nov. 1995, three months 
before she was charged with stealing $9,299 from Americorp in 
Parsippany, where she worked as a receptionist.
Compiled from lUe Star Ledger by Valarie Harper '
Health authorities are investigating the deaths of more than 
50 kidney dialysis patients who used an international medical 
company's dial/Zer. Baxter International Inc. said in a written ■ 
i Statement Monday that completed tests point to a processing 
fluid used at a facility in Sweden during the manufacturing of the 
disposable filters used during dialysis.
The U.S military believes a substantial number of Taliban troops 
have been killed' in air raids targeting their front lines. Pentagdn 
spokesman Rear Adm. John Stufflebeem said it has been a 
number of days since Taliban forces have responded with fire.
He said that the al Qaeda terrorist network's known infrastructure 
has been virtually destroyed. The U.S is focusing its campaign 
on supporting opposition group forces, such as the anti-Taliban 
Northern Alliance.
President Bush, speaking Tuesday via satellite to an anti-terrorist 
summit in Warsaw, Poland, warned that Osama bin Laden's al 
Qaeda terrorist network is "seeking chemical, biological and 
nuclear weapons." He said we will not wait until they gain 
these weapons of mass destruction, but instead act now to lift 
the threat. Bush said the military campaign in Afghanistan and 
war against terror is making progress and emphasized that we 
are not targeting civilians.
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SGA
News & Notes
A bill was passed to paint 
the crosswalk at Clove 
Road.
NAACP bill was 
appropriated.
A  bill to revamp handicap 
access was passed.
A bill for a yield sign for 
pedestrians failed.
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SGA
Continued from p. 1
ment or service., .which might reason­
ably be expe c ted  to im pair the 
member’s objectivity."
Based on the SGA Code of Ethics, 
SGA Attorney General Jason Long 
ruled that Elhagin could not continue 
as both the SGA treasurer and as a 
deejay for SGA organizations that 
receive SGA funding.
The issue was brought to N J attor­
ney Aaron Easly, who decided that 
Elhagin could work as a deejay for 
fraternities and sororities as they do 
not receive SGA funding, yet could 
not do so for sub-houses or any other 
SGA organization, which do receive 
SGA funding.
Before Easly's decision was con­
veyed to the SGA, Elhagin had com­
mitted to work as a deejay for UGC, 
a sub-house, which Easly later deter­
mined was unethical.
Elhagin sent a memo to Long 
and the Executive Board of the SGA 
saying that "it would be unfair to 
UGC to give-them this short notice of 
canceling an agreement.”
Long informed Elhagin that if he 
continued to violate his ruling and the 
SGA statutes, he would be subject 
to a judicial disciplinary committee 
hearing before the SGA Justices, the 
- Dean of Students, the SGA Executive 
Board and six SGA representative 
legislatures chosen at random.
Should this take place, the ruling 
would be returned to the SGA legis­
lature, requiring a three-fourths vote 
to remove him from office.
“ No one is being im peached,”
said Long.
"He [Elhagin] was not purposely 
going against the ruling, but the 
action was still a violation. Because 
of that, and because it took a 
while before the lawyer gave us his 
response, I gave Sharif [Elhagin] only 
a written warning."
Since the Oct. 18 written warning, 
Elhagin has not violated Long’s ruling 
and no further action is being taken
against him.
The recent development regard­
ing Elhagin’s actions has sparked 
tension among the SGA Executive 
Board members.
"We all have our difference, and 
believe me, we have a lot," said 
Elhagin to the SGA Executive Board 
after his address to the legislature at 
the SGA meeting.
Long said that despite, these dif-
COURTESY OF THEMONTCLARIONARCHIVES
SGA Treasurer Sharif Elhagin (shown above) denies the fact that he 
violated the SGA Code o f Ethics by receiving financial compensation for 
deejay services to SGA organizations.
TIIE TENTH
ferences, the SGA is still functioning 
well and will continue to do so in 
the future.
“ I am the president of a million 
dollar corporation, and as such I 
must uphold the constitution," said 
SGA President Jeanette Mammaro. 
“This situation has nothing to do with 
the unity of the E-board."
Accord ing to Long and Dean 
of Students Helen Matusow-Ayres, 
the SGA Code of Ethics has been 
modeled after similar ethical codes 
of the State legislature, the University, 
and many corporations.
"Sharif [Elhagin] was not tar­
geted," said Matusow-Ayres. "tt is 
very hard for an individual to judge 
himself. That is why the Code of 
Ethics was created. An officer of 
a corporation is never perm itted 
to make money from his or her posi­
tion in the corporation... the Code 
of Ethics should not and cannot 
change with a particular person or 
situation."
Long said he expects that the 
situation with Elhagin will not escalate 
any further and does not anticipate 
that the Code, of Ethics and its imple­
mentation will present the SGA with 
many more problems.
"There seems to be an under­
standing that the SGA doesn't need 
any more problems right now,” said 
Long.
“ I think Sharif [Elhagin] and every­
one else understands that and no 
one wants to rock the boat."
FOOD DRIVE
NOVEMBER 16-20, 2001
™ WMAN CATHOLIC CENTER, THE CAMPUS MINISTRY (interfaith) CÜUNCÎL in cooperation with THE GREEK COUNCIL, S.G.A., RESIDENCE
sponsoring a food drive for 
ibuted through MEND (Meeting 
anti-humger network serving
LIFE and ASSIST are again 
THANKSGIVING. The food will be Emergency Needs
Donation boxes 
NOVEMBER 16-20.
with Dignity) andover 18 years.
will be at the following locations from
When was the last time you missed dinner?
















Canned Tuna, meats ^ea’ Pancake Mix 
Canned Vegetables
OPTIONS 
Baby Food, Sugar 
Flour, coffee.
Donations boxes will be at the
following locations from
Novem ber 16 - 20
Blanton Hall Panzar Gymnasium
Bohn Hall Partridge Hall
Chapin Hall Richardson Hall
Clove Road Apts. Russ Hall
College Hall Sprague; Library
Dickson Hall Stone' Hall
Freeman Hall Student Center
Mallory Hall Lobby
Morehead Hall Webster Hall
The Campus Ministry Council and The Greek Council are composed of over 45 SGA chartered organizations.
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Fires
Continued from p. 1
JOHN SPARACIO /  THEMONTCLARION
Little Falls Fire Department accompanied the Clifton Fire Department last 
Wednesday to extinguish the fire from the Ford Van, which suffered from 
mechanical failure. Five surrounding cars were also damaged.
fire, but it was later determined that 
two were unrelated.
The Ford van experienced 
mechanical failure, but it is unsure 
what "the exact cause is without a 
forensic investigation into the engine 
itself," said Costello.
"Lack of and /o r poor m ainte­
nance of any type of machine or 
engine could have resulted in the 
wearing down of vital parts such as 
belts, wiring or any movable part.”
Because the fires were of acci­
dental nature, Costello says that, 
“no one should be alarmed about 
these fires.”
"They were all acc identa l and 
none of them are conn ec te d  to* 
anything."
Detective Barrett also reassured 
MSU by stating that these fires were, 
“all isolated instances and there 
was nothing suspicious about any 
of these car fires."
Costello, who was present and 
investigated all th ree-car fires, 
stated that the problems possibly 
occurred because vehicles were 
not maintenanced.
"People pay a lot of hard 
earned money for cars and then 
take advantage of them by not 
maintaining them,” said Costello.
“ M ainta in your ca r and the 
chances of an accidental fire by 
mechanical failure is reduced."
Don't just 
turn the page... 
m ake the page!
Write for the News 
Section




m  s u n e w s @ h o t m a i l .  c o m
Sprague
Continued from p. 1
anymore. He might slip and fall."
Mike Jaegar agrees with Jackson 
when stating, "I hate climbing the 
bleachers. It can be real scary."
When Physical Plant Assistant 
Director Edward Oberhofer learned 
of the incident, he was “quite con­
cerned."
According to 
Oberhofer, this is 
the first such acc i­
dent involving the 
bleachers in his nine 
years at MSU.
O berhofer says 
the area around the 
press box at the top 




between the bench rows still repre­
sent a threat to audience safety.
However, according to the Mont­
clair Maintenance crew, that space 
meets the national standard.
"If you go to William Paterson or 
any other field around the country.
you'll see the same type of bleach­
ers."
Although the exact age has yet 
to be revealed, Oberhofer believes 
the age of the bleachers to be “over 
30 years old.”
The only other maintenance done 




neer in Charge Joe 
Mazulio, the main­
tenance occurred 
around the same 
time as the instal­
lation of Astroturf 
on the field.
“ I can remem­
ber looking out 
my window and 
seeing piles of dirt on the field," says 
Mazulio.
"They fixed the bleachers then, 
too."
According to Oberhofer, the Phys­
ical Plant will be looking into the 
situation.
66 I’M AFRAID TO 
BRING MY FIVE-YEAR 
OLD SON TO THE 
GAMES...HE MIGHT 
. SLIP AND FALL.
-Jessica Jackson, Red 
H aw k Sfoecfafor
T'lt
Save up to 20% oh books.
Plus save money on







and visit our new TEXTBOOKS channel 
for this week's Pest deals.
Sponsored tof .corn
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IU  world
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Campus M inistry Retreat
N ovem ber 16-18, 2001 
A rchd io cesa n  Youth Center
Kearny, NJ
□ m
p rice  - $2 5  (incl. food and lodging) 
dead line - N o v e m b e r 9, 2001 
co n ta c t -
m ore in fo . - ( 9 7 3 )  7 4 6 - 2 3 2 3 .
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Coming Together, One Entree at a Time
Sixth Annual Unity Food Festival Celebrates the Cultures of MSU
By Cristin Curry 
StaffWriter
Since the recent attacks against the United States people have been becoming more and more 
racist against one another as a result 
of their fear and anger. The nation 
attempts to collaborate as one to 
establish a feeling of unity, when 
actually placing their hatred and 
loathing upon a fe llow  neighbor 
who just happens to differ in race or 
religion. At times like this the country 
should com e toge ther and help 
each other to ease our pain and 
worries, and not try to p lace  the 
blame on one person or group of 
people.
All throughout the year, organiza­
tions in Montclair have held programs 
to try tQ unite the students in attempt 
to edu ca te  some on the m atter 
in question and lifestyles of other 
cultures.
The International Student Orga­
nization and Unity Collaboration 
held the Sixth Annual Unity Food 
Festival on Tuesday October 30 in 
the Student Center ballrooms.
Contribution was also given from 
many of the sororities/fraternities on 
campus, the different cultural clubs,
the Health and Wellness Center, the 
NAACP, the Newman Center, and 
the Human Relations Leadership 
Development Association. Jeanette 
Mammaro, President of the SGA, 
and Gunjan Shah, Chairperson of 
the Unity Food Festival Planning 
Committee, gave opening greetings 
to the audience and organizations.
Entertainment for the program 
consisted of song and dance perfor­
mances. The National Anthem, "He 
Said She Said", and "Forever" were 
performed by Kemi (singer/writer/ 
producer) and presented by the 
International Student Organization. 
A dance called Palos was performed 
by Yumilka Ortiz and presented by 
Human Relations and Leadership 
Development Association.
Each organization/club brought 
some type of food to contribute to 
the cultural festivities, along with 
pamphlets and handouts concern­
ing their particular organization.
The festival was a day for cultural 
unity and celebration, sharing our 
customs and traditions to enlighten 
and influence one another. It was 
a day to forget about our troubles 
and accept each other for our dif­
ferences, not to hate each other 
because of them. It was a day to 
look amongst ourselves and judge 
each other by means of who we are 
and not by what we are.
p i l l
v  w k
t M r , j
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A Spooky Good Time
ÜSB
JOHN SPARACIO /  THE MONTCLARION
C hildren from  the in fant, toddler, p reschoo l and  
pre-k indergarten classroom s at M SU ’s own Child 
Care Center went trick-or-treating around campus on 
Halloween. In their farm animal costumes, the children 
collected candy across campus with their parents and 
teachers, as well as with a few organizations. *
Halloween Sweetened 
for the Children
By Valerie Wakeham  
StaffWriter
\ A /  hen looking back on some of 
\ i \ l  your happiest memories as 
Y  Y  a child> trick or treating 
must come to 
mind. First you had I  
to choose which of 
your favorite ghouls 
and goblins you ] 
were going to be.
Then cam e the 
best part, taking to 
the streets to grab 
the best candy you 
could find.
But some chil­
dren may not be ^  
so lucky. Some par­
ents work full time jobs and find it next 
to impossible to take their children 
out on Halloween. That's why the 
men of Groove Phi Groove decided 
to step in and lend a helping hand 
to the children a t the Child Care 
center.
Despite the cold, rainy weather 
this past Wednesday, the members 
of (groove Phi Groove, a non-Greek 
organization of MSU, managed to 
take numerous children around our 
campus to experience the joy of trick 
or treating. This project in particular
was the brainchild of group President 
Jameel Mathews.
"It only took one month to get 
everything for this Halloween project 
finalized," said group member Wilel 
Fanfan.
Making the transition easier is 
the fact that Groove Phi Groove has 
been affiliated with the Day Care 
center in the past.
E v e r y o n e  
responded positively 
to the Halloween 
activ ity , including 
three year old Jewel 
Walston. When 
asked if she was 
having fun, she 
answered with an 
enthusiastic, "Yeah,
I love candy!"
The trick or treat­
ing trip began at 
the Science Center and eventually 
worked its way down to the Resident 
Life build ing. Groove w asn 't the 
only organization involved in this 
endeavor. Also helping out were 
members of Phi Beta Sigma, Mu 
Sigma Upsilon, lota Phi Theta, and 
their sister organization Swing Phi 
Swing.
“ It makes me feel good to help 
these kids, said Fanfan. "This was a 
positive way to unite our campus 
and I know it will happen again next 
year."
6 6  It  m a k e s  m e  f e e l
GOOD TO HELP THESE
k id s . T h is  w a s  a  p o s i­
t iv e  WAY TO UNITE OUR 
CAMPUS AND I KNOW IT 
WILL HAPPEN AGAIN. 9 9
-  W illel Fanfan,
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Ancient Wisdom for Modern Times
Author Miguel Ruiz Writes of the Four Key Agreements of Life
By Edgardo Santos 
Staff Writer
She Toltecs flourished in central and South Mexico from the 10th to the 12th century. They were 
known as "men and women of 
knowledge.” Their society was 
formed by artists and scientists. They 
considered science and spirit to be 
one and the .same, com ing from 
the same source,and subject to 
the same universal laws. Their main 
objective was the preservation and 
examination of the spiritual knowl­
edge of their ancestors.
Those who mastered the wisdom 
of the Toltecs were known as 
naguals. They, a long w ith  their 
students, would come together at 
Teotihuacan, the anc ien t c ity of 
pyramids outside Mexico city. Teo­
tihuacan remained the Toltec center 
of spiritual knowledge for thousands 
of years. It was said to be the place 
where "Man Becomes God.”
Don Miguel Ruiz, a modern day 
nagual, and author of several books 
on to ltec wisdom, states that as a 
result of European conquest and 
w idespread misuse o f pow er by 
some apprentices, the naguals were 
forced to hide their knowledge from 
those who were not prepared to use 
it wisely or those who might misuse 
it for personal gain. As a  result, the 
naguals were forced to maintain 
the existence 
of their ances­






some of the ancient teachings of the 
Toltecs which were passed down to 
him. According to Ruiz, an individual 
who wants to live a life of joy and 
fulfillment, must examine all of the 
agreements that he or she has made 
in his or her life.
An agreement is made when­
ever one decides to accept some­
thing as true, and they believe it.
Ruiz states that we each make thou­
sands of agreements with our friends, 
families, and society, but the most 
important agreements are the ones 
we make with ourselves. The agree­
ments that we make with ourselves 
define who we are, and if we exam­
ine our beliefs about ourselves we will 
find that many of our beliefs come 
from fear.
Ruiz offers four agreements, which 
he claims will 
help break the 
old fear based 
a g re e m e n ts  
w h ich we all 
have made. 
The first agree­
m ent is “ Be 
Impeccable with your word". This 
is the most important and difficult 
ag reem ent to honor. The word 
is creative, and one's intentions 
will always manifest through them. 
Therefore it is important to always 
speak the truth in order to create the 
reality that one seeks.
The second is," Don’t take any­
thing personally." By not taking any­
thing personally, one acknowledges 
their individuality and freedom to 
choose. This agreement will also 
helps to avoid anger, jealousy and 
other upsets which come about from 
taking things personally.
The third is, "Don't make Assump­
tions." Whenever one makes an 
assumption, he or she misunder­
stands. One sees something that 
is not there, thus distorting their real­
ity. The way one keep from making 
assumptions is to ask questions. If 
your don’t know, ask.
The fourth is, "Always do your 
best." In everything that you do, 
always do your best, no more and 
no less. Every time you do your best 
you honor yourself. By always doing 
your best, you will have no regrets 
and will live a very productive life.
Ruiz believes that it is possible 
to live up to these four agreements, 
although it may not be easy. He 
states that it is possible because he 
did it. And according to Ruiz, once 
one adopts these four agreements, 
his or her life will change in amazingly 
profound ways. Ruiz is living proof.
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‘ Asian Students in Higher Education, 10a.m.-12p.m.
*Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship, 7:30p.m. SC 411 
'Multicultural Extravaganza, 8p.m.-12a.m. SC Ballrooms A 
& B
'A.S.S.I.S.T. Coffeehouse, 10p.m. Ratt
'A ll Together Different Retreat
'Roshni 2001 Diwali Celebration, 8p.m. SC Ballrooms
'A ll Together Different Retreat
'Rowan /  MSU Football Game, 1:30p.m. Rowan University
‘All Together Different Retreat
'Yoga and Relaxation, 1p.m. SC 419 
'J.S.U., 5 -6pm  SC 123 
'Latinismo, 6-8p.m. SC Annex 
'NAACP Social, 8p.m.-12a.m.
'"Understanding Islam”, 9:30a.m. C A 135 
'Surviving the Semester Exhibit, 11a.m.-3p.m.
SC Lobby
'L.A.S.O., 3:30p.m. SC Cafe C
'Alcoholics Anonymous, 5:30p.m. Newman Center
'S.P.E.C.T.R.U.M.S., 7:30-9:30p.m. SC 417
f t
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" S oa/ J gu  I I
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'O.S.A.U., 7:30p.m. SC Cafe C
'Latino O Hispano? Use o f Panethnic Labels and Our
Ethnic Reality, 3:30p.m. SC 415 'L.A.S.O. Social, 8p.m. Ratt
'Pagan Student Union, 3:30p,m. SC 3rd Floor
'C.A.R.I.B.S.O. Meeting, 4p.m. SC Cafe C
'Medieval Society, 4p.m. SC 418
.'C lass One Concerts, 4:30p.m. SC
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Cigarrettes Going 
Up In Smoke
By John M. Prewitt 
Special to TheMontclarion
T "h e  Am erican C ancer Society 
I organized the first Great Ameri- 
I can Smokeout in 1977. The pur­
pose was to encourage smokers 
to quit for one day to prove that they 
could do it. Each year, more Ameri­
cans try to quit smoking on the day of 
the Great American Smokeout than 
any other day o f the year, including 
New Year's Day.
Most of us, 
whether we're 
chain smokers .or 
a n t i - t o b a c c o  
advocates, recog­
nize that overcom­
ing an add ic tipn  
to to b a c c o  is no 
easy task. Ask 
any smoker about 
the health perils 
of smoking and 
chewing, and they 
can recount the. harmful side effects 
as well as any non-smoker.
There are many reasons people 
begin smoking, and suffering from 
cancer, emphysema and a pleth­
ora of other dam aging effects is 
not among them. With the Ameri­
can Cancer Society’s annual Great 
American Smokeout, there is yet 
another opportunity for you, a friend, 
classmate or family member to make 
the transition into a smoke-free life­
style.
This year the Great American 
Smokeout is Thursday, November 15.
It draws national attention to the 
im portance of being smoke-free, 
not just for your own health, but for 
the health of your family, friends 
and those with whom you share air 
space.
Most people have gone through 
several “ quit days" and feel that 
each time they go back to smoking, 
they have “failed." But each time 
you quit, even for just a  few days, 
you are that much closer to making it 
and extending your 
smoke-free time 
longer and perhaps 
forever.
There’s lots o f 
help out',there. Talk 
w ith your health­




that can treat the 
immediate physical 
symptoms of w ith­
drawal. Look into joining a support 
group that can offer you the encour­
agement and camaraderie that is so 
important to success. Or checkout 
on-cam pus activ ities a t MSU on 
Thursday, November 15--you may 
just change you life.
For more information about the 
Great Amèrican Smokeout or for tips 
on how to quit smoking, please con­
tact the American Cancer Society 
at 800-ACS-2345 or visit their website 
at www.cancer.org.
66 ...E ach tim e  you
QUIT...YOU ARE MUCH 
CLOSER TO MAKING IT 






Clifton, N.J. 07013 
973-773-5300 
www.salonilona.com 
We Specialize in All Stages of Hair Coloring!
• Try our Facials for Deep Pore Cleansing,
Hydrating or Skin Toning!
• Warm Stone Therapy - Our Signature 
Treatment - Relieve for Stressed Muscles and 
Emotions!
“ O a r  Q i f t t o  Y O U . . . “
Bring a Friend for a Facial and Receive YOUR 
OWN Facial at 1/2 PRICE!
Tues. 10 -7 Wed. 11-8 Thurs. 10 - 7 Fri. 10 - 7 Sat. 9 - 4
For a se le c t  few, 
tak in g  a $125,000 
job on Wall S treet 
i s  not "going out in to  
the r e a l w orld”
PEACE CORPS
Stow fax are you, willing to go;to make a difference?
w • pê eeeorps * gov l-§00-4 24-8580
iRelationship 
problems?
Hare duestions, but Don't 
Know Where to Turn?
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MSU Students Plant for Peace
COURTESY OF JESSICA MEYER
Students from the Recreation Facilities and Recreation Leadership classes, 
and the MSU Recreation Club planted over 50 white pine seedling trees 
in memory o f those lost in the WTC Tragedy. These were planted outside 
o f Bohn Hall with a six inch pole that reads “May Peace PrevaiTon Earth” 
in four different languages.
MSU’s Got the Bathroom Blues
What Really Happens at the Local Floor Meetings
By Lacey Smith 
StaffWrlter
I glanced at my watch. Two min­utes and counting... I was running to my build­
ing for my floor 
meeting. "Resi­
dents who do 
not attend will 
be fined,” the 
flier had threat­
ened, but had 
anyone ever 
actually been fined for such an act?
I had my doubts.
A few minutes later I stepped 
off the elevator and joined the rest 
of the victims lined in the hallway. 
Unfortunately, I was right on time. My 
R.A.’s (let's call them Tracey and Sal, 
shall we?) mumbled to each other
before turning towards us: Tracey 
managed to get our attention and 
began to speak. She had been 
talking for approxim ate ly twelve 
seconds and we all let out a 
painful groan. The rumors were true. 




point I would 
like to give 
credit to Tracey. 
She is a wonder­
ful person, and 
we get along 
quite well, but at that instant some­
thing inexplicable happened: her 
voice becam e that of Charlie 
Brown's teacher and I was unable to 
understand a word out of her mouth, 
Wah wah wah wah wah, wah wah 
wah wah.
I glanced around. One kid was
scratching, another picking some­
thing out of her fingernail, and one 
more watching an imaginary fly 
go around the light.Weighing the 
option of watching the fly with Joe 
over there, I thought I might as well 
listen to what Tracey had to say. 
Bad idea. She was going through 
a detailed explanation of how 
to remove one’s hair from the 
drain after showering. “With your 
sandal, slide the hair from the drain. 
After this, walk over.and get a piece 
of paper towel. Go back to the 
stall, stoop down and scoop up the 
problem in the towel. There you go- 
no one has to look at your hair," she 
instructed, and went on to describe 
the problems which occur if hair is 
not removed.
The girls in the hallway were 
completely disgusted. Yet I wonder. 
Why would someone have a prob­
lem with hair fallen from their own 
head if if doesn 't seem to be a 
problem when found on the rear 
of some random kid they sign? My 
gender eludes me.
After this enlightenment Sal took 
his turn with the males. For the pur­
pose of trying to embarrass the 
guys, he decided to take the girls 
on a tour of the males' bathroom. 
Amazingly, every girl went through 
the bathroom, with the exception of 
myself who slid down the wall and 
sat slumped on the floor. Apparently 
I was the only female who had no 
desire to see pee on the seat.
This party went on for a bif longer 
as they explained how to properly 
dispose of hypoderm ic needles 
so one sticking out of a trash bag 
wouldn't stab maintenance again.
So the next time you're looking 
for a night of entertainment or great 
conversation, pass up on the parties, 
skip the Rat, and check out your 
local floor meeting. Anyway, if you 
don’t, you'll most likely be fined.





Brazilia is located at 132 Ferry St 
Newark, NJ 07105, and Brazilia Grill is 
located at 99 Monroe St Newark, NJ 
07105 in the Ironbound Section.
Mass Transportation
Both o f fhese restaurants are 
acessible from campus by NJ Transit 
Bus No. 28 to Newark Penn Station, 
from there take either NJ Transit Bus 
No. 25 or 1 up Ferry Street. For those 
driving take Route 3 East to Route 
#21 south to Market Street East to 
Ferry Street South first one is to your 
left, for the other make a right a t 
Monroe Street and less than a block 
it is on your left.
Price Range
i  The restaurants are not tremen­
dously expensive. The cost of an 
appetizer is $5.00 and the entree is 
$10.00 to $18.00. The desserts cost- 
$2.50 and the drinks between $5.00 
and $15.00 for a large pitcher of 
Sangria.
What’s On The Menu
Both restaurants offer typical 
Brazilian Cuisine. Appetizers include 
grilled chicken hearts, fried green 
bananas, and garlic shrimp while 
main courses include Fejoadoa, a 
dish m ade of beans, greens, and 
sausage, and the national dish of 
Brazil. It is offered alongside rice, 
beans, fried bananas, etc. Brazilia 
Grill offers House lobster and grilled- 
red snapper in terms of seafood.
The signature drink of these res­
taurants is Gaiprinha, a mixture of 
sugarcane liquor, limes-and lime 
juice, and there is also sangría.
Flan and coffee are offered for 
• dessert. . . .Ambiance
The first restaurant Brazilia is rather 
weak in terms of decoir, but it more 
than compensates for this in terms of 
service and the quality of food. Bra­
zilia Grill has a more interesting decoir 
than its sister restaurant because 
of the waterfall you observe upon 
entering and the dining área is a 
replica of a Brazilian colonial city. 
Service is equally as good there.
Thumbs Up, Thumbs 
Down
The restaurants have equally 
good service, but the food of course 
is-the main draw at each. The regular 
entrees and appetizers are not the 
main draw, for the Rodizio is the 
best!! It tastes great and I ate till I 
was stuffed. The Rodizio is betfer in 
Brazilia, but Brazilia Grill has a much 
better selection of seafood than its 
sister restaurant. Both restaurants 
are equally strong in terms of food 
quality and service.
★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  
MONROE TOWNSHIP SCHOOLS 
Middlesex County
Monroe Township is a rapidly growing community focused on high academic achieve­
ment and technology. Each classroom is equipped with a minimum of 3 computers; all 
7*h-12th-grade teachers are equipped with laptop computers for professional use. The 
following positions are available:
□ M ath em atics  9 -1 2
□ M ed ia  Specialist 1 -6  (Master's degree in Library Science required)
□Special Education (IC S )
□Speech and Language Specialist
A ppropriate New Jersey ce rtifica tio n  In  the  above areas required. Send le tte r o f In te re st and resum e to :
Dr. Gail D. Brooks, Assistant Superintendent 
Monroe Township Schools 
423 Buckelew Avenue 
Monroe Township, NJ 08831 
Fax: 732-521-1628, E-mail: gbrooksOmonroe.kl2.nj.us
Substitute teachers in  a ll grades/subjects and Substitute school nurses also needed 
(must be certified or eligible for county certification)
PRACTICUM & STUDENT TEACHER PLACEMENTS AVAILABLE IN ALL GRADES AND SUBJECTS.
EOE
A column with real stories 
about real people dealing 
. with life on campus.
a r t s &
Th» Montclarion
a i n  m e  n' t
November 8,2001




L i v e  a t  M a r i t i m e  H a l l  S F
M aritime Hall P roductions
« hen the group now known as Soul Brains first started performing about 22 years 
ago in their hometown of Washing­
ton D.C., they were one of the most 
unique acts in the history of rock 
music. The group, who previously 
called themselves Bad Brains, was 
made up of four Rastafarians. 
They played loud, confrontational 
punk rock music mixed with mellow 
reggae vibes from Jam aica. Dr. 
Know, the lead guitarist, started the 
group with lead singer H.R, and two 
other members in 1979. They were 
always noted for their energetic live 
shows, which had a major influence 
on many rock performers such as 
Dave Grohl of The Foo. Fighters and 
Henry Rollins of The Rollins Band. 
About three years ago, the group 
decided to change its name from 
Bad Brains to Soul Brains. This live CD 
captures the energy of a concert, 
they performed in San Francisco in 
March of 2000. With a single listen to 
this CD, it is not hard to understand 
why Soul Brains had such an effect 
with their live shows.
The high energy that the group is
known for is present throughout the 
disc, and is only interrupted when 
the lead singer, FI.R., talks to the 
audience. The disc’s opening track, 
"Attitude" sounds like a short, loud 
adrenaline rush. Despite the fact, 
that the lyrics are hard to understand, 
the basic message is conveyed well 
(“ I got that attitude"). In fact, many 
of fhe songs are like this. The loud 
music makes it harder to understand 
the lyrics that are already sung too 
fast to be com ple te ly 
understood. Flowever, 
Soul Brains are not usu­
ally making any deep 
statements on their fast 
songs, so it is easier to let 
it slide and just enjoy the music.
The deeper statements are 
reserved for the reggae numbers, 
which are a fairly dramatic change 
of pace for the disc. The reggae 
songs have slow, echo ing guitar 
sounds that sound more like Bob 
Marley than any of the contempo­
rary reggae stars like Bounty Killer 
or Capleton. The reggae songs are 
not as politically motivated as Bob 
Marley's songs. Flowever, the social 
consciousness and mellow vibes of 
“The Youth Are Getting Restless" sets 
it apart from the rest of the tracks. 
An altered reggae version of the 
Beatles' song “ Day Tripper” is also 
performed, which adds some unin­
tentional humor to the disc.
The rock songs have a few stand­
out tracks, most notablyCRe-ignition," 
with its heavy-metal guitar riff ahd 
wailing vocals. “ I Against I” is another 
song that most hard rock fans will 
definitely enjoy with a chorus that
Hotel Paradiso
STEVE HOCKSTEIN /  HARVARD STUDIO
Paul Reism an (BonifacE) and A llegra Cohen (Marcelle) 
rehearse a scene from  Hotel Paradiso, a production o f the 
Theater and Dance Series.. Performances will be held on 
November 8 - 10, 15 - 17 at 8 PM., November 11 at 2 PM. 
and November 16 at 1 PM. in Memorial Auditorium. Tickets 
are $15 standard, $12 for faculty, staff and alumni, and $8 for 
students. For reservations and more information call the box 
office at extension 5112. 5 «m
is easy to sing along to. “ At The 
Movies" has a likeable quality with its 
rapid delivery and playful lyrics.
Along with the standout tracks, 
there are some flat moments on the 
disc as well. “Right Brigade" doesn' t 
offer anything new or interesting, and 
sounds something like an average 
Sex Pistols song. "Soulcraft," winds 
up sounding a lot like Ozzy Osbourne 
with its whining vocals and heavy- 
metal guitar sounds. Surprisingly, their 
new song, "On Like Popcorn" also 
sounds average with its uninspired, 
slurred vocals.
With this live CD, Soul Brains defi­
nitely prove why their live shows were 
so renowned 
among rock 
musicians in the 
Washington D.C. 
area. Their raw 
energy and 
talent really 
com e through 
in this concert.
There also seems 
to be a sense of 
unison through­
out that is indic­
ative of the 
amount of time 




fac t that they 
have broken up 
at certain points 
during their 
career, it is obvi­
ous that they still 
function well as
a group. Dr. Know plays with enough 
intensity to support H.R.’s goofy, 
slurred vocals even when they are 
not that inspired.
Although this CD will probably 
not give them any more mainstream 
success than they already have, it 
will serve to m aintain their status 
as underground legends. Even if 
you don 't consider yourself to be 
a fan of punk rock music, you can 
apprec ia te  their live energy and 
rebellious attitude that makes them 
underground rock heroes. If you get 
a chance to see them live, don 't 
pass it up.
PHOTO COURTSEY OF YAHOO! MUSIC
Soul Brains gets close to their fans.70.3
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r y  P r a n k s t e r
(from Baltimore)
Thurs. Nov.15 110:30PM START
I n d e p e n d e n t ;
(from North Carolina)
FRIDAYS
Special Live Shows &  $250 im p o rt P ints  
Shows Start 1 1 p m  Sharp (Before Midnight)
Fri. Nov. 23
T h e  L o o p  L o u n g e ’s S w e e t S ix te e n
Fri. Nov. 30 10th Anniversary Celebration for Let It Rock 
I n s o m n i a c s  
e t h cHigh School Sw
SATURDAYS
Ladies Adm itted Free • $250 Import Pints
Before Midnight
D J  S p i n s  T h e  S m a r t  IV /lix
Sat. Nov. 10 110:30PM START
Sat. Nov. 17
Royal Japanese Daycare 
Furious Styles _____
O P E N  W E D N E S D A Y - S A T U R D A Y  T IL L  3 A M
E a s y  O f f  R t . 3
373 BROADWAY PASSAIC PARK, NJ 07055
r i i
FOR BOOKINGS SEND DEMOS TO OLUB 
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It's time once again to get tempted by the return of Fox’s reality series “Temptation Island 2,” and host 
Mark Walberg is more than willing to 
jump back into the fire.
Last season, someone could have 
made the case that Walberg was the 
illegitimate spawn of some demon 
from the lower depths of hell by the 
way he had a knack for asking the 
most painful questions at the most 
painful time. If nothing else, Mandy 
Lauderdale’s frequent teary out- 
bursts were evidence, of how exact 
Walberg’s probing was, hitting just 
the right spot. However, after every­
thing's said and done, Walberg's 
really just a softie at heart - although 
perhaps not completely innocent.
"Temptation Island" follows what 
happens when four committed cou­
ples volunteer to be flown to an 
exotic location, only to be separated 
and tempted away from their loved 
ones by a slew of sexy singles. There 
Is ho prize involved other than the trip 
and the chance to be on television.
Although It’s sounds like a great 
getaway, especially for the host who 
gets paid to be there, Walberg isn't 
so sure.
“Tempation Island 2" premieres 
Wednesday at 9 p.m. ET on Fox. It will 
follow a one-hour reunion special, 
“Temptation island: The Wedding," 
airing a t 8 p.m.
“On a couple levels it's absolutely 
a dream come true-” Walberg tells 
Zap2tt.com. “However- it's really 
emotionally draining. People don’t 
really buy that necessarily from me 
- most people think that I'm sitting 
there at bonfire and stuff and looking 
over the shoulder at a cue card or
prompter, which Is nof the case.
Despite perceptions to the con­
trary, Walberg says he doesn't use a 
script. He comes up with the bonfire 
questions himself after talking over 
the latest developments with the 
show’s producers. And while some 
see the questions as manipulative, 
Walberg disagrees - kind of.
"As far as me being manipulative,
I am. But the part you don’t see often 
Is the nice part before and after 
where I sort of qualify It and stuff like 
that," he says. The producers "just 
cut right to the chase - 1 obviously 
don 't come out and say, 'You’re a 
cheating hoochle,’ without leading 
up to It a t some point."
While some wondered if Walberg 
didn’t enjoy twisting the knife with 
his questions In the first version of 
the show, he Insists that he Isn’t a 
meanie, just a "victim of editing."
. “You know a lot of that Is editing, 
because really that is not true. I don’t 
enjoy twisting the knife, but I do feel 
that It’s my job and I’d want to do this 
anyway, to pose to them the things 
they may not be thinking about," he 
laughs. "What appears to be twisting 
the knife Is when they start to get 
relaxed and feeling that, 'Hey, It’s all 
good,’ I feel like It’s my job to remind 
them that It may not be 'all good’ 
on the other side of the island."
"Let’s not forget that your choices 
are only your choices and your part­
ner's choices might be different,” he 
says. "It Is a little bit manipulative, 
and may be turning the knife a little- 
bit. In the vein of letting them know 
why they cam e there and all the 
possibilities that may be going on."
Some critics attacked the moral­
ity of a show designed to break up 
couples, but Walberg points out that 
couples In love wouldn't be part of
















HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? HOW OLD ARE YOU NOW? ?
Thursday, November 8 Sunday, November 11
Leif Garrett 1961 




Tom Fogerty 1941 
Erika M ann 1905
Saturday, November 10
Slnbad 1956 
Warren G 1970 
Sean Hughes 1965 
Demi Moore 1962 
Tim Rice 1944
Abiga il Adams 1744 
Leonardo DlCaprlo 1974 . 
G eorge Patton 1885
Monday, November 12
G race  Kelly 1929 
Nell Young 1945
Tuesday, November 13
W hoopi G oldberg 1955 
Joe M an tegna  1947
Wednesday, November 14
Prince Charles 1948 
C laude M onet 1840
Know someone who's celebrating a birthday soon? What else says "Happy 
Birthday" (on a very limited budget) better than getting your friend's name 
in the paper? Email msuarts@hotmail.com with the birthday kid's full name 
and year of birth at least a week before the date and let them know you really 
xare.. even though you may be really poor.
TheMontclarion . November 8, 2001 Arts & Entertainment
Cpncert Calendar
Thursday, November 8
Natalie M erchant Beacon The­
atre
Soul Asylum; Bowery Ballroom 
Stereolab; Irving Plaza
- Friday, November?
DJ Jazzy Joyce, India Arie, Mystic, 
“Sisters For Hip-Hop & Soul"; Rose- 
land
Alien A n t Farm, Apex Theory,
Pressure 4-5; The World
Saturday, NovetwberlO
Ensign, The Suicide Machines ; 
Birch Hill Nite C lub;
Better Than Ezra, Convoy; Mulca- 
hy's
Sunday, November 11
"Rolling Rock Town Fair Tour" 
feat. Beautiful Creatures, Oleander,
Tantric; Irving Plaza
Art Corfunkel; John Harms 
Center
Charlie Watts Tentet; Blue Note 
Monday, November 12
Harry Connick Jr.; City Center
Iggy Pop; irving Plaza
The Cult; Madison Square
Garden
Tuesday, November 13
Dr. Israel. Slightly Stupid; Village 
Underground
Wednesday, November 14
“NY Civil Liberties Union Celebra­
tion" feat. Jewel; Irving Plaza
George Carlin; Stamford Center
venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues... venues...
Bowery Ballroom; 6 Delaney St., 
New York, NY. (212)982-6138
Birch Hill Night Club; Rt. 9 South, 
Old Bridge NJ. (732)536-0650
Beacon Theater; 2124 Broadway, 
New York, NY. (212)496-7070 ,
Blue Note; 131 W. 3rd,St., New
York, NY. (212)475-8592
Irving Plaza; 17 Irving PI., New York, 
NY. (212)777-6187
John Harms Center for the Arts; 
30 N. Van Brunt Street, Englewood, 
New Jersey. (201 ) 567-3600
Knitting Factory; 74 Leonard
St„New York, NY. (212)219-3006 
Madison Square Garden; Sev­
enth Ave., btwn 33rd and 31st Sts., 
(212)465-6741
Mulcahy's; 3232 Railroad Ave., 
Wantagh, New York. (516) 826-MULS 
Roseland; 239 W. 52nd St., New
York, NY. (212)777-6800
Village Underground; 130 W 3rd 
St„ New York, NY. (212) 777-7745 * 
The World; 1501 Broadway, New 
York, NY. (212) 398-2563
Album Releases for 
November 13
Rock/Alternative -- Radiohead: / M ight Be 
Wrong: Live Recordings
R&B/Rap- Allure: Sunny Days 
Reggae -  Reggae Box: Various Artists 
Jazz/Blües -  Larry Carlton: Deep Into It 
Country Folk -  Garth Brooks: Scarecrow
Wovie Releases for 
November?
Shallow Hal- dir: Peter & Bobby Farrelly.
Jack Black, Gwyneth Paltrow, Jason Alexander, 
Garry Shandling, Susan Ward
Theater Openings
Uncommon Women and  Other; Bickford 
Theater, Morristown. Running from Thursday Nov. 
8 until Sunday Nov. 18
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Don't worry if your connection is a little slow this week, it's not another red alert virus or 
Windows NT exploiting germ, it's just 
Lucusfilms and Apple teaming up to 
make your.week. hell by releasing the 
new. Star Wars teaser trailer online. 
Yes that's right, the Star Wars, Episode 
II Attack of the Clones trailer that so 
many people spent $8 to watch 60 
seconds and leave MonstersJnc. for is 
now online at Apples QuickTime Trail­
ers link http://starwars.apple.com/ 
ep2/breathing/. Your only require­
ments are tha t you dow nload a 
copy of QuickTime 5 for: Macintosh 
or PC (QuickTime s Pro for the largest 
version), and that you have plenty
of tim e to waste cursing a t your 
computer that you wasted 5 hours 
for 60 seconds of nothing. Feel good 
though, you could have spent $8.
Spum co’s Wonderful World of 
Cartoons!
www.spumco.com
W hether you have been with 
them in the early days of “ Ren and 
Stimpy,” or if you where just intro­
duced this year with Fox Kids' “The 
Ripping Friends," you know that John 
Krisfaluci and Spumco is synonymous 
with wierd, odd ball comics. But if 
waiting to the weekend to watch 
"Ripping Friends" is too much 
to handle, you can just go to 
Spumco.com for all you wacky 
needs. Started some time after "Ren 
and Stimpy," when John K. was feel­
ing drained at not being able to get 
another of his "edgy" comics on the 
air, Spumco.com was created as his 
release. Now a thriving com pany
with great shorts like “ Weekend Pussy 
Hunt," or games like Pizza Packing 
Moron, Spumco has become John's 
way of connecting with fans. John 
even asks his fans to give input on 
exactly what they want to see on 




For those looking for something 
a bit different in their internet enter­
tainment, we have Newgrounds. 
Newgrounds is doing just that, setting 
new grounds in how people share 
their works. All of the Flash cartoons 
and games are made by users and 
linked to on the Newgrounds site. 
Some are great, with politica l or 
entertainment satire being a large 
makeup of the cartoons. Some 
though are pretty poor and not 
worth the effort of downloading. 
Newgrounds provide a voting and 
reviewing system, so you can let the 
creator know exactly why his or her 
movie was excellent or disgusting. 
Be warned though, the site is not 
censored to a large extent and 
anyone who is easily offended would 




And finally we have lcebox.com; 
a site tha t has some of the best 
cartoon serials on the web. Cre­
ated as a writers haven on the web, 
Icebox has quickly becom e the 
foremost w eb enterta inm ent site 
out there. Unfortunately in the dot 
com bust earlier this year Icebox was 
defrosted for a time. But it ’s been 
reform ed and w ifh fhe financia l 
backing of other media companies 
(with options to actually see some 
of fhese shorts on TV in the future) 
Icebox is back and better than 
ever.
With writers and Animators from 
"The Simpsons," "South Park," "Mar­
ried With Children," and other shows, 
you never have to worry about the 
cartoons being to bland. With car­
toons like "Jesus and His Brothers,” or 
"Hard Drinkin Lincoln," bland is the 
last thing these cartoons are. The 
best parts is, while they all look great 
and are funny, they also have a very 
decent storyline, and are not redun­
dant cat chase mouse escapades 
we are all familiar w ith .'
H U » M H  I I' ~ Í

! November 8, 2001 Battle for the NJAC^
This is best on best. These are the two best teams not only in our league, but in our area.
We’re going to go after each other. That's what It’s all about. I love It.






We're going to come out and execute. I f  we don't 
beat ourselves we should move the ball, play 
hard on defense and play a pretty well-rounded 
game.
I f  we don't come out and execute, we might not 
win. But ifw e  execute and do our job, there's no 
reason why Montclair shouldn't end up on the 
winning side o f this game.
Om arLucas:
[Are you going to win?] Yes. That's what we're 
going down there to do. We 're going down there 
to play Montclair State football and it's  going to 
come out. We're going down ther to win, not tie, 
not lose, we're going down there to win. We're 
going to play our style o f football.




Last year it  was Rowan talk. Everything is on 
MSU this year. We feel like we're the underdogs 
this year.
We're focused and feel we can get it  done. We 
want to slow down Eddie [Collins], execute, and 
turn it  into a track meet.
¡t'is a mini-Stagg Bowl.
Bobbv Fisher
They're a good team. Collins is probably the 
best quarterback we're going to face. They're 
the team to beat.
We're looking at this as a p layoff game. We know 
what it's about and what we have to do.
People say we're overrated but they don't know 
what Rowan is about until they face us.
The time has come. Was there ever any doubt 
that the NJAC Championship would be decided 
on the final day of the season when MSU heads to 
Rowan to defend their conference title?
They are two of the fop 10 teams in the country. 
MSU ranks fifth and is 9-0 while Rowan ranks eighth 
and is 7-1 after suffering a 32-21 loss af Cortland. 
■Both are fighting for an automatic playoff bid. 
MSU will mosf likely make the playoffs if they lose 
while a Rowan loss may leave the Profs on the 
outside looking in. You ca n 't ask for a better 
game.
In August, both teams wanted to play in a 
championship game and that's exactly what 
they got.
"This is best on best. These are the two best 
teams not only in our league, but in our area. 
We're going to go after each other. That's what 
it's all about. I love it," said MSU Head Coach 
Rick Giancoia.
G ianco la ’s coun te rpa rt a t Rowan, Head 
Coach K.C. Keeler agreed.
"This is why we coach and why kids put in all 
the time and effort," said Keeler.
Football is a gam e of mafch-ups and fhis 
game pins two of the top offenses in the country 
against each other as Rowan ranks second while 
MSU ranks 12.
Defensively, MSU will have their hands full with 
Rowan’s no-huddle, fast-break offense, which 
averages just over 50 points per game.
It all starts with their leader, quarterback Tony 
Racioppi.
Racioppi, who was Mike Worker's backup last 
year, has had a remarkable season, throwing for 
2,242 yards and 30 touchdowns, breaking the 
school’s single-season records for touchdown 
passes and passing yards. Racioppi fits perfectly 
into the offense and while he doesn't have 
a rocket for an arm, he may read coverages 
better than any quarterback in the country. And 
it doesn’t hurt that Racioppi’s offensive line is 
second to none only allowing four sacks on 278 
passing attempts.
“ I thought he would flourish in this offense. 
He's so smart," said Keeler. “Tony’s incredible. 
He doesn’t get rattled and is the general for 
our team."
And while Racioppi may be an improvement 
over Worker, his receiving corps has also stepped 
up its game.
Senior wide receivers Scott “Real Deal” Lipford 
and Al Beverly are one and two on the team 
in receptions, while Michael Ward and Michael 
Osborne have played well. Lipford is also the best 
kick returner in the NJAC, leading the conference 
in yards per punt and kickoff returns. He has two 
punt returns for touchdowns and one 80-yard 
kickoff return for a score.
“All four of them would be the best receiver on 
most teams in the country," said Racioppi.
All of them are capable of making big plays 
and many of their touchdown passes have been 
of double-figures in yardage. The key for MSU is to 
make Rowan work for their points.
"I don't know if you can stop them. You.don't 
want to give them 60 yards all in one play;” said 
Giancoia. “ If they complete a pass, tackle them 
and let them line up again and hope you can
create a mistake somewhere and change the 
flow of the game."
And if MSU thought Worker was fast, Racioppi’s 
even faster. But while he ’s more than capable 
of running the ball, Rowan also boasts the top 
rushing attack in the conference, averaging 218 
yards on the ground per game.
It w on’t be easy, but if any team can slow 
down the Profs, it’s the Red Hawks.
MSU boasts the top defense in the NJAC and 
rank 15 in the country in tota l defense. After 
mixing and matching players for three quarters 
of the season, the Red Hawks have settled on 
their defensive personnel and are playing great 
team defense.
Co-capta in and senior outside linebacker 
Omar Lucas leads the team  in tqckles with 
72 and has six sacks. Inside linebacker Keith- 
Migliorino, who missed two games with ah injury, 
is second with 54 tackles and five sacks. Other 
notables include inside linebacker Rob Davis 
and defensive lineman Chris Knapp who have 
both been outstanding since being inserted into 
the lineup.
MSLL's defense is playing its best football of 
the season and believes it can stop Rowan s 
lethal offense.
"Why wouldn't our confidence level be high 
against them. They're Rowan putting up points, 
but once we're but there, they didn't do that, 
said Lucas. "They d idn 't score 67 points on us. 
They didn't throw for 600 yards..They got to line 
up against us as well."
The questions facing MSU are how will their 
secondary fair? And will someone step up like 
outside linebacker Ron Broking did in last year's 
finale, intercepting three passes and returning 
one for a touchdown?
But the Red Hawks aren't the only team with 
questions to answer? The Profs will be going up 
against what Giancoia calls "probably the most 
versatile offense" he's ever had.
"It's pick your poison. We're versatile enough to 
do whatever is needed to be successful whether 
it's run or pass," said Giancolq. -
He has the class of the NJAC in senior quarter­
back Ed Collins calling the signals. Collins has 
broken almost every MSU quarterback record, 
but more importantly Collins is the team leader 
and as he goes, so do the Red Hawks.
Collins rarely makes mistakes and can make 
plays under pressure. He has been in the big 
game before and Giancoia hopes that will bode 
well for his team. •
"This is the third year in a row that he put himself 
in that position so hopefully that experience will 
pay off for him and us,” said Giancoia.
And while G iancoia may not want all the 
pressure to be placed on Collins' shoulders, his 
quarterback is confident and believes his team 
can get it done.
“We’ re the NJAC Champions and are 9-0. 
We're going down there, but we're the team to 
beat," said Collins who takes this Saturday's game 
like any other.: “ If we execute and do our job, 
there's no reason why Montclair shouldn't end up 
on the winning side of this next game.”
MSU’s receiving corps is also one of its best ever. 
Eric Magrini leads the team with 59 receptions 
and 11 touchdowns. Mike Orlando and Jamel 
Dorsey each have over 30 receptions as well. And 
while they may not have the breakaway speed 
that Rowan's receivers do, all have great hands
X. C. Keeler. Rowan H ead Coach Record:84-20-1
This is why we coach and why kids pul In all the time and effort.
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Will MSU Win its 3rd Straight NJAC Title, or is Rowan’s No-Huddle Offense
Too Much?
and can make the tough catches.
MSU's run game is led by Rowan transfer Elijah 
Freer who has surpassed all expectations to 
emerge as the starting tailback. Jamarl "Mookie" 
Buie, Freer's backup, also gets playing time and 
averages almost seven yards per carry.
Freer's former teammate. Rowan linebacker 
Bobby Fisher recalls going a t him in practice when 
he played fullback a t Rowan.
"We had wars in practices. Fie knew it was 
going to come down to this," said Fisher of their 
match-up this Saturday.
Rowan’s defense is up to the challenge and 
their C o-capta in and defensive back Clinton 
Tabb is the key to their success.
"Clinton’s been the difference for us in the 
secondary. We’ve been flying around the past 
two weeks," said Keeler. "Fie makes sure everyone 
is in place and is the tempo setter."
After the Cortland loss, Keeler moved Tabb 
from cornerback to free safety, changing the 
complexion of Rowan’s defense.
Since then Rowan’s secondary has improved 
trem endously and they have go tten  be tte r 
defensive line play.
Fisher has also been an integral part of Rowan’s 
defense, raising his game from last year, after 
dropping 18 pounds in the off-season. When 
he hits, he hits hard so MSU’s offense better 
be prepared. Linebackers Earle Whilby and 
Shannon Maynard will also be tough to run on 
and defensive lineman Earl Nelson is their top 
pass rusher.
There's no question these are the two NJAC 
superpowers and maybe the top two teams in 
the nation. But only one team can win.
Rowan is treating this Saturday’s contest as a 
playoff game. They believe they're the underdogs 
and still haven’t forgotten the loss to MSU last 
season.
"We've had a year to sit around and think 
about last year. We should have won last year,” 
said Racioppi. "It still bothers us."
The Red Hawks feel they’re the team to beat. 
And why shouldn't they? They’re the defending 
champions and if MSU wins, they'll be the first 
team to three-peat as NJAC Champions since 
Glassboro State/Rowan from 1991-1993. But to
The Prequels
November 13,1999 at Rowan:
QB Ed Collins’ one-yard touchdown run 
with 5:17 remaining gave MSU a 28-24 
win and their first NJAC championship 
since 1989.
December 4,1999 at MSU:
Free safety Clinton Tabb returned a 
fumble 95 yards for one touchdown and 
returned an interception 43 yards for 
another as Rowan defeated MSU 42-13 
in the NCAA Division III quarterfinals.___
November 11, 2000 at MSU:
QB Ed Collins scored on a one-yard 
run with 2:47 left to give MSU a 17-13 
win and a second consecutive NJAC 
championship.
MSU, it will just be one more step to their ultimate 
goal of a national championship.
“ If you're going to be a good football team 
and eventually a championship football team, 
you have to play good people and win on the 
road. So that's certainly going to be a challenge 
for us," said Giancola.
The Red Hawks have met every challenge that 
has come their way this season, but what they
do this weekend will determine just how good 
they really are.
When asked how  fa r his team  cou ld  go, 
Giancola said, “ I think we can move ourselves 
around a little bit."
His players have believed all year that they 
could win a Stagg Bowl. This game is as close 
as it can get to that. Let’s see w hat they ’re 
made of.
MSU Tranfser Tails Back
Freer Returns to Face Former team as MSU's 
Sfgrtiag  R a c k  .. v -
ByAodySeyka
Assistant Sports Editor
H  For senior running back Elijah Freest, has been business as usual this week as the Red 
Hawks prepare for their showdown with NJAC rivai Rowan.
“ I just look a t it as another game," Freer said. "There’s just more a t stake right now. This 
is for the NJAC title and for the bye and plus we’ve just got to prove that we're a good 
team. We’ve just got to go out there and play hard."
Freer was Rowan’s fullback from 1998-2000. According to MSU Head Football coach 
Rick Giancola, the soft-spoken Asbury Park native hasn’t changed his demeanor as he 
prepares to face his former team. ’ .
"He hasn’t said too much," G iancola said. "He just comes to work,.does his job 
and plays well.” «
Freer started a t fullback for the Profs during his sophomore and junior seasons and was 
a second-team All-NJAC selection last year. During the off season Rowan changed their 
offense, moving to a one back set, where a fullback is nofneeded. .
"Elijah’s an excellent football player," said Rowan Head Coach K.C. Keeler. "It wasn’t that 
he couldn’t play here. We were just going in a different direction with our offense."
Rowan's new offense left Freer with no choice.
“ I really would have had no partin their .offense," Freer said. "I had to do what was best 
for me. I didn’t want to leave. But things happen."
Freer wos given o chonce by Gioncoio. When MSU opened up Corhp in eony August, 
G iancola thought Freer was going to be his fullback. The job of a fullback is to block 
for the tailback. With Rowan, Freer carried the football only 51 times in three years and
scored just five touchdowns.  ̂ ‘ ...
“ When he and I talked early on he told me that he d idn 't have a problem with 
being the full back," G iancola said. “ But he asked if I could give him an opportunity
to carry the football." W  , "
. in the early stages of cam p Freer was moving back and forth between tultback and 
tailback duties. As cam p evolved. Freer impressed Giancola with his ability to carry the ball. 
The week before MSU's first game against Wilkes, Giancola made up his mind.
"It was a t that time when we [the coaching staff and IJ said let’s give him a  chance and 
see what he can do in a game situation as a tailback,' Giancola said.
Freer has thrived as a tailback. He has averaged close to  five yards per carry and 
scored seven touchdowns so far this year. On October 20 he gained 119 yards, helping 
the Red Hawks to a 38-27 victory. It was the first time an MSU running back rushed for 100 
yards since November of 1-999 when Joe D’lorio rushed for 191 yards in an NCAA playoff
win over ironically, Buffalo State. ,. . .
“He has deceiving speed," Giancola said of Freer. "He’s given us everything that he 
has and w e ’re pleased with it..’. Through his perseverance, his work ethic, he's shown
that he could get the job done." _ *. ‘ . .
The Profs fell to MSU in the regular season finale in each of the last two seasons, giving 
the Red Hawks back-to-back NJAC crowns. Freer still has some friends on Rowan, but
that won’t matter during the game. ^  Y Al_ l i l i l  r
tym  on a  different team now," Freer sqid. "On the field I can t look at them as friends.






Running Back Played Fullback at Rowan
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Since it's at Rowan I think Rowan's going to win. If MSU can shut 
down Racioppi, Montclair wins. They rely on him to beat you. This is his 
first real big game at quarterback at Rowan.
The advantage goes to Rowan . They’re playing at home and 
have a little more talent tha'n MSU.
Montclair has the better player [Quarterback Ed Collins] at the most 
important position who’s also been in the big game two times.
Kean Head Coach Joe Loth
L @ MSU 63-7 L vs Rowan 56-6
Pick: Rowan
They’re the two superpowers in the conference. Both are very 
explosive teams. Rowan has the edge on defensive front coverage. 
We did better throwing against Rowan. Against Rowan we relinquished 
the run.
The edge in quarterback goes to Montclair. Edge in receivers to 
Rowan but we stopped the running attack of MSU.The surface edge 
goes to Rowan because they're a grass team.
It's going to be potentially an overtime game and I give the home 
team the advantage. But it wouldn't surprise me if Montclair won.
Cortland State Head Coach Dan MacNeill Pick: Rowan
L vs MSU 28-24 W vs Rowan 32-31
MSU has a tough front seven but Rowan's is good too. I still think 
Rowan's defense will be suspect against MSU's offense.
It's going to come down to how well MSU’s secondary can play. Both 
offenses can go 80-90 yards.
It's whatever defense can make more stops and that favors MSU and 
it’s going to come down to the quarterback and who can move the 
ball better. It comes down to the guy calling the shots. The difference 
is [Ed] Collins.
TCNJ Head Coach Eric Hamilton
L vs MSU 42-30 L @ Rowan 28-27
Pick: MSU
]
It is going to be an excellent football game. We played Rowan early 
in the season and they looked great. We just played Montclair and they 
are also an excellent team. Both teams like to throw the
football and it will bednteresting to see how that plays out. It is 
too bad we aré playing at the same time, because this is a game I 
would definitely like to be at!
NJCU Head Coach Arnold Jeter
L @ MSU 31-7 Lvs Rowan 52-7
Pick: Undecided
Both teams are impressive and it should be a great game.
WPU Head Coach Larry Arico
Lvs MSU 41-14 Lv s Rowan 67-17
Pick: Undecided
Bus Ridé down to Rowan:
Bus leaves a t 10:30 a.m. for the game behind Blanton Hall. Should return
around 5
Students pay $2 for admission ii^ ife ^ggpe gW ?ow an .
Driving Directipiis to Rowarjng^v
From the North (Northern New^J§rsey#hlew York, etc.)
Take the N J. Turnpike South to Exit 2 ai^fglloy^RoOte 322 East (10 miles) to
the ca m p & jJ - ;
From the East r
Take the Garden State Parkway to the Atlantic City Expressway. Take the 
Expressway to Exit 38 (Williamstown). Turn left after exiting and follow Route 
322 West (8 miles) to the campus.
Total Distance: 108.6 miles Total Estimated Time: 2 hours, 11 minutes 
(Best to leave three hour before kickoff)
*Route 322 W estbreateat intersections so be careful you don ’t miss 
the signt ^pyr going . r i0 titw henyqtrj§e  two
Wawa stores. On thefantersecipn o f the second Wawa, 
make a left into the campusM Kfl -
Battle for the NJAC CREDITS: Design by Mike Sanchez and,Eli Gelman. Layout by 
Mike Sanchez. Photos by Lizbeth Victorero. MSU headshots courtesy of Mike Scala, MSU 
Sports Information Director. Rowan headshots courtesy of Sheila Stevenson, Rowan 




The ed ge  goes to Rowan hands down. The Profs' offense ranks 
second in the country. A dd in that they go no-huddle and  get 
ready to be scored upon.
Tony Racioppi can  pick apart any defense and has the weapons 
in Scott Lipford and  Al Beverly to  m ake big plays. Rowan also 
averages 218 yards rushing per gam e. With a  nearly unbeatable  




While Rowan averages 50 points per gam e, they have not faced  a  
defense of MSU’s caliber. MSU plays great team  defense. They have a  
solid group of linebackers led by O m ar Lucas and Keith Migliorino and  
an aggressive defensive line. The key will be how well their secondary 
performs against Rowan’s offensive arsenal and whether their pass rush 
can  b e a t Rowan’s offensive line. MSU’s Defensive Coordinator Dan 
Garrett is one of the best in the business at coming up with multiple 
defensive schemes to stop anyone, even Rowan.
0M
SPECIAL TEAMS
If this g a m e  com es dow n to special team s, the nod goes to 
Rowan. Scott Lipford is the best kick returner in the NJAC and has the 
potential to go thè length of the field on every return. Place-kicker 
Nick Frade is 47-50 on extra points and 7-9 pn field goals. He doesn't 
miss very often.
BMi *
C O A C H IN G
Experience wins out. In his 19th season, MSU H ead  C o ach  Rick 
Giancola and his staff.continue to put in 15-hour days. Assistant C oach  
Rich O'Connor is invaluable and Offensive Coordinator Charlie Cocuzza, 
in his 26th season, is as creative as any of his peers. Giancola also has 
two coaches on the field in Co-captains O m ar Lucas and Ed Collins. 
They and the rest of the staff are vying to m ake it to their first Stagg 
Bowl. While that m ay sound strange to be a  bonus for MSU since Rowan 
has been  to the Stagg Bowl before, it is an  a d d e d  incentive. It’s a  
dream  that the staff is beginning to see as a  reality. They realize that 
this m ay be the last ch an ce  they get for a  while and  aren 't going 
to let it slip by.
OUTLOOK
While all signs would seem to point to Rowan, these two teams are 
not really that different. Both have the potential to go 80 yards down  
field on every drive. While MSU m ay have the slight ed ge  in defense. 
Rowan is not far behind. There aren 't any coaching staff’s better at 
preparing their teams than those of Rowan and MSU. And while special 
teams m ay im pact the gam e, they w on’t decide it. Collins will be the 
difference in this gam e. He’s been in the NJAC Championship gam e  
twice before, leading his team  to victory in both season finales, while 
Racioppi only saw a  quarter of action in last year's gam e. Collins has 
always believed his team  could capture a  national championship and  
this is a  mini-Stagg Bowl so it’s time for him to deliver.
Arts & Entertainment November 8, 2001 • Th® Montcldrion©
Emmy Awards Finally Air on Third Try
By James Topoleski 
Assistant Arts Editor
» fter being cance lled  tw ice due to both the 9/11 attacks and subsequent U.S. retalia­
tion against terrorism In Afghanistan, 
the 53rd Annual Emmys were finally 
broadcast Sunday Nov. 4th. Dubbed 
the "Semi Emmys," this year's show 
lacked both the enthusiasm and 
crowd that previous years Emmys 
had brought. Preliminary reports 
show that this years audience was 
down 22 percent from last years, 
although the show had to compete 
against both a record setting game 
seven of the World Series and the first 
night of NBC's "Uprising."
Many of this year's winners didn't 
attend the ceremonies held at the 
tightly guarded Shubert Theater, or 
respected producers' requests to 
dress down for the evening, which 
was hosted by Ellen DeGeneres.. 
Spliced between the usual comedy 
bits were many solemn tributes to 
the heroes and victims of the recent 
attacks. The show ended with Barbra 
Streisand, who previously did not 
accept the award she won for Time­
less singing "You'll Never Walk Alone" 
before a memorial of all those killed 
Sept. 11.
This year’s big winners where "The 
West Wing," with 8 Emmys, and Life 
With Judy: Me and My Shadow with 
5. HBO fled With NBC with 16 Emmys 
won. A surprising 15 Emmys went to 
FOX this year.
Winners are Italicized.
Supporting Actress, Comedy 
Doris Roberts, “Everybody Loves 
Raymond" (CBS)
Jennifer Aniston, "Friends" (NBC) 
Lisa Kudrow, Friends (NBC)
Kim Cattrall, "Sex and the City" 
(HBO)
Megan Mullally, “ Will & Grace" 
(NBC)
Supporting Actor, Comedy Series 
Peter MacNicol, “Ally McBeal" 
(Fox)
Robert Downey Jr., "Ally McBeal" 
(Fox)
Peter Boyle, “ Everybody Loves 





S e a n  
Hayes, "Will &
Grace" (NBC)
P e r f o r ­
m ance, Vari­
ety or Music 
Program 







S t r e i s a n d :
Timeless" (Fox)
Ellen DeGe­




David Letterman, “Late Show with 
David Letterman" (CBS)
Will Ferrell, “Saturday Night Live" 
(NBC)
Wayne Brady, "Whose Line Is It 
Anyway?” (ABC)
Supporting Actress, Drama Series 
Maura Tierney, "ER" (NBC)
Tyne Daly, "Judging Amy" (CBS) 
A lda Turturro, "The Sopranos" 
(HBO)
Stockard Channlng, “The West 
Wing" (NBC)
Allison Janney, “The West 
Wing" (NBC)











Richard Schiff, "The West Wing" 
(NBC)
V a r i e t y ,  
Music or 






Show with Jon 
S t e w a r t "  
(Comedy Cen­
tral)










M a d e -  
for-TV Movie
PHOTO COURTESY OF YAHOO.COM
Conspiracy (HBO)
For Love or Country: The Arturo 
Sandoval Story (HBO)




Actor, Comedy Series 
Ray Romano, "Everybody Loves 
Raymond" (CBS)
Kelsey Grammer, "Fraiser" (NBC) 
Frankie Muniz, "Malcolm In the 
Middle" (Fox)
Johnllthgow, "3rd Rock from the 
Sun” (NBC)
Eric McCormack, "Will & Grace" 
(NBC)
Actress, Comedy Series 
Callsta Flockhart, "Ally McBeal" 
(Fox)
Patricia Heaton, “Everybody 
Loves Raymond" (CBS)
Jane Kaczmarek, "Malcolm In the 
Middle" (Fox)
Sarah Jessica Parker, “Sex and 
the City" (HBO)




"Armlstead Maupin's Further Tales 
of the City" (HBO)
“Horatio Hornblower" (A&E)
"Life with Judy Garland: Me and 
My Shadows" (ABC)
“Nuremberg" (TNT)
Actor, Drama Series 
Andre Braugher, “Gideon's Cross­
ing" (ABC)
Dennis Franz, “NYPD Blue" (ABC) 
James Gandolfini, “The Sopranos" 
(HBO)
Rob Lowe, "The West Wing (NBC) 
Martin Sheen, "The West Wing" 
(NBC)
Actress, Drama Series 
Marg Helgenberger, "CSI: Crime 
Scene Investigation” (CBS)
Amy Brenneman, "Judging Amy" 
(CBS)
Sefa Ward, “ Once and Again” 
(ABC)
Lorraine Bracco, "The Sopranos” 
(HBO)
Edie Falco, “ The Sopranos" 
(HBO)
Outstanding Drama Series 
“ER" (NBC)
"Law & Order" (NBC)
"The Practice" (ABC);’*
"The Sopranos" (HBO)
“The West Wing" (NBC)
Outstanding Comedy Series 
"Everybody Loves Raymond" 
(CBS)
"Frasier” (NBC)
“Malcolm In the Middle" (Fox) 
“Sex and the City" (HBO)
"Will & Grace" (NBC)
Temptations
the show in the first place.
"When you see a coup le  that 
Is not enjoying a relationship, for 
whatever the reasons are. It’s almost 
as If: If they can resolve it and be 
good together that's great, but If 
they can't, I don 't have any problem 
being a part of a process that might 
bring them apart from one another. 
Because nothing's uglier than an 
ugly relationship."
This year, the temptation increases 
as the couples are separated for 
nearly twice as long as the first ver­
sion of the show. The first gam e 
took place over 13 days, this one 
took 24 - something that caused an 
unforeseen problem for the host.
"Last year girls were pretty good 
friends, as were the guys from the 
other side of the island. This year, 
there are definite different opinions 
amongst the girls and amongst the 
men - which, by the way, was both 
the challenge and the bane of my 
existence while I was there, because 
there was so much going on that I 
had to try to keep track of. It was so 
much longer - It was like a marathon 
Instead of a5K."
Another difference between this 
season and last Is that this time out 
d  Couple-- might actually, break up.
Continued from p. 11
at the end of the show. Not that 
Walberg is promising anything.
"I will tell you that you should stay 
tuned this year - that's all I can say 
about that," he teases. “ There are 
different personalities this year. I think 
people are going to be shocked 
and surprised because the show. 
In format, is almost identical to last 
year, but what happened could not 
be further from what happened last 
year.”
On the first "Temptation Island," 
despite all the tem pting singles' 
efforts at driving a wedge between 
the couples, at the end of fhe show 
all of fhe couples decided to stick 
together - an outcome that Walberg 
says he wasn’t surprised by.
"I personally got a charge out of 
fhaf, because I thought that was the 
ultimate payoff," he says. "I thought 
that really said It all because I think 
the whole subtitle of the show Is be 
careful what you wish for."
One pair he did have questions 
about, however, was Shannon and 
Andy - one of the three couples for 
the island who may be tying the 
knot during the "Temptation Island" 
reunion Wednesday night.
"I really liked Shannon: I like Andy
. t oo . l iq u id .  diinicbeex.wiltxArid:
he's not someone I would share inti­
mate moments with,” Walberg says. 
“Shannon really has this Gwyneth 
Paltrow-thing and she's really a 
sweet, smart woman. I think, as a 
viewer, you see her and Tom together 
and you’re just rooting for that to 
happen."
"But how many couples do you 
know who are bizarre to you and 
me but are happy together? That's 
Andy and Shannon, I guess."
One thing Walberg won't be 
repeating this year is his trip to Internet’ 
message boards to see what people 
are saying about the show.
"No, I tried tha^last year - It’s just 
too evil in there. I’m too sensitive,” 
he laughs. "When you do a show 
and you’re the host, if the show is 
successful or not successful, there's 
always something you've got to pick 
on. Normally, it's the host. No matter 
w hat you do, you com e off as a 
cheeseball."
"Most of the people who write 
on the message boards pretend to 
hate the show and then their posts 
are detailed breakdowns of what 
happened In the episode, and of 
course they always take the time to 
trash me In the process."
still glancing over your shoulder? 
catch P aranoia in its entirety this 
week at themontclarion.com
o p i n Ü o n
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S G A  S a y s  “ N o ” . . .  T o  S G A
Picture it, The Montclarion, 1997-1998. it was a rough 
time for the SGA'on the main editorial pages in those 
days. Accusatory headlines and allegations of misdeeds 
were a frequent sight, with one highly demonstrative 
example being the headline in regards to an SGA vice 
president of the time, “What’s John Griffin Got to Hide?"
Times have changed for the SGA, and with that of 
course the headlines that may appear 
in this section have changed regarding gm  
the problems the SGA encounters in the 
course of functioning as the single largest 
provider for student organizations and 
events. No longer are accusations and 
alleged misdeeds the prime focus in these 
pages, ora  major problem within the SGA.
One of the larger modifications the SGA 
has made to help facilitate this changing 
of its internal functioning for the better 
is its adoption of a code of ethics that ■  
basically regulates members of the SGÁ ^  
in dealings that may represent a conflict 
of interest to their official position within the SGA. This 
addendum to their constitution, made just last April, has 
just had its first test.
Early this year it was brought to the attention of the 
Attorney General of the SGA that Sharif Elhagin, veteran
«  The SGA was 
faced  with a  test.
The result?
S Pass. 99
treasure of the SGA in his third year, may be in violation 
of the newly adopted code of ethics by being paid in 
his capacity as a DJ for specific SGA organizations. The 
Attorney General, with the help of the SGA’s lawyer Aaron 
Easly, made and upheld a verdict stating that there was 
a violation, arid subsequently that there was a decision 
for Sharif to make: SGA treasurer, or organizational disk 
jockey.
I
 Though by being presented with this 
issue, the stability of the SGA executive 
board was forced to  w eather waters 
uninviting to political sailors. The E-board 
weathered well. For the time being it 
seems Sharif has accepted his fate and 
chosen the role of treasurer, though he is 
still able to DJ for organizations that do 
not receive SGA funds.
In getting through this rocky episode, 
the Student G overnm ent has shown 
themselves to have an important ability, 
an integral to the stability of any organiza­
tion, large or small. That is the ability to self-police, to 
be aware of itself and the possible pitfalls that could be 
encountered to the extent-that when a problem does 
arise, it is dealt with appropriately.
The SGA was faced with a test. The result? Pass.
Montclarion Question 
Of the Week:
The Diner has opened, how
does it rate so far ?
Log on to:
www.themontclarion.com 
to voice your opinion.
How afraid are you of being the 
victim of a terrorist attack?
Slightly afraid
Not afra id 
at all
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Seeking Opposition to the 
War in Afghanistan
I. The Elephant in 
■ the Living Room
How do you hidfe an elephant 
in your living room? You can ’t hide 
it. So, you pretend it's not there. If 
you're the American news media.
Where's the elephant?
In 1979, the Soviet Union invaded 
Afghanistan, a country right on 
its border. The USSR cla im ed that 
the American Central Intelligence 
Agency was behind a fundamental­
ist Islamic revolt against the pro- 
Soviet government. Both the Carter 
and Reagan Administrations denied 
this.
President Reagan was outraged. 
"The Evil Empire," he stated. The US 
withdrew from the Olympic Games, 
and began an open campaign to 
build up the Islamic fundamentalist 
"freedom  fighters" revolt. But the 
Soviets were correct, as Zbigniew 
Brzezinski, President Carter's former 
National Security Advisor, admitted 
in Le Nouvel Observateur in Janu­
ary 1998.
The US has invaded Afghanistan 
22 years later. If I t  was wrong for the 
Soviet Union to invade, isn't it just 
as wrong for the US to do so? If the 
Soviet invasion were evidence for 
Soviet imperialism, isn't the US inva­
sion evidence of US-imperialism?
It would be one thing if the US 
media - to say nothing of the Bush 
regime - were to actually face this 
question, and., say something like:. 
"Well, the Soviets weren't going after 
terrorists, like we are. So their invasion 
was 'imperialism,' while our 'war' is 
only to fight terrorism." Except that 
the Soviets were going after terror­
ists - US-sponsored terrorists — as 
Brzezinski admitted. According to the 
US government and mass media, 
what the US does is never “ terrorism.” 
That word is only used for what others 
do.
That would be at least to acknowl­
edge that there is an elephant in 
the living room - that the US is now 
doing exactly the same thing that 
successive US regimes denounced 
the Soviet Union for doing.
But they d o n ’ t w ant us to see
The M ontclarion  M a ilb a g  Policy -
what is, so obviously, going on. They 
think that, if they Ignore it, we won’t 
see it either. They think we are idiots.
II. 0/7 and 
Imperialism
However, it is clearer than ever 
that; the war in Afghanistan is over 
control of oil. It is not even about 
catching OBL. This is an imperialist 
war.
On September 18, the BBC 
revealed that the US had plans to 
invade Afghanistan before Sept. 11. 
And the Bush Administration states 
the US plans to stay in Afghanistan a 
long time, set up a “friendly" regime, 
and establish a military presence 
there, while adm itting it may be 
years, if fever, before it finds OBL.
Unocal, a US oil com pany had 
been negotiating with the Taliban 
regime for pipeline routes until 
this past Spring, when the Taliban 
demanded too much money. These 
negotiations explain the US govern­
ment's "humanitarian” and "anti­
drug" aid to the Taliban regime 
during 2000 and the first part of 
2001.
A military presence in Afghanistan 
will give US rulers a strong military 
base near the Caspian region of 
emerging oil nations, and athwart 
some of the best routes for oil and 
gas pipelines.
"Fighting terrorism" is simply 
the pretext, necessary to win the 
approval of the American public 
- to counteract the "Vietnam Syn­
drome," the healthy distrust of the 
American people of their imperialist 
government that works against their 
interest at every turn.
And it is not a war for "cheaper” 
oil - as though our own dear US rulers 
were sending us off to fight, kill and 
die so that we can drive gas-guzzling 
SUVs to our heart’s content. As in the 
Gulf War, one aim is more expensive 
oil - higher profits for big US oil com­
panies. The deeper motive, though, 
is control - political leverage over 
other industrial, imperialist countries 
like Britain, France, Germany, Japan, 
Italy, Holland - that, unlike the US,
Courtesy of KRTCampus
have few or no oil reserves of their 
own.
III. A Terroris t 
War
In this crim inal war, the US is 
already killing civilians. Remember 
the term "co lla tera l dam age?" 
Now the US killers don’t know what 
to call the civilian casualties. Yes, 
US killers; if the suicide terrorists of 
Sept. 11 were killers, then the US 
government are killers too. Civilian 
deaths are the inevitable result of 
any bombing cam paign against 
populated areas.
What we are seeing in Afghani­
stan is typical imperialist slaughter 
of people in a non-industrialized 
country for profit. It's murder on a 
grand scale, as only the largest and 
most technologically sophisticated 
military in the world - the US military - 
can do it. And it has just begun.
There's been some talk of "path­
ologica l cultures." Well, there is 
plenty of pathology in the Middle 
East! For example, Islamic Funda­
mentalism and Jewish Fundamen­
talism (see Israel Shahakand Norton 
Mezvinsky, Jewish Fundamentalism 
in Israel, Pluto Press, 1999). Neither 
“ fundamentalisms” are any good 
at all.
But there is nothing so "patho­
logical," so hideous, as a society 
that declares itself "civilized" and 
then bombs and kills the people of 
a tormented country like Afghani­
stan.
Nothing so "pathological" as that 
same society which, as Brzezinski 
boasted, started the Afghan war, 
leading to over one million Afghani 
deaths with another two million 
maimed and wounded, simply as a 
move in a great “chess game” against 
its chief imperialist rival at the time, 
the USSR.
Nothing so “pathological" as that 
same society tha t supports Israeli 
murder and brutality against Palestin­
ians - acts so horrendous that, were 
they being committed against Jews 
anywhere in the world, the world 
would rise up in protest, and rightly 
so.
And then some "leaders" in that 
same society have the gall to declare 
themselves “ civilized," and other 
cultures - the cultures of their victims - 
as “pathological."
It is this imperialist culture that js 
truly sick.
Let us reject the US government’s 
lies, and raise our voices to oppose 
this criminal war. Tens of thousands 
of US college students, workers, 
and others have already done 
so. To find out more, email 
struggleforpeace@hotmail.com. And 
see http://chss.montclair.edu/english/ 
furr/pol/wtcanalysis.html for the arti­




Montclarion Mailbag . ____________
Disrespect of the 
G a m e
The way this University treats 
our football team is disrespectful. 
This year I was shocked to find that 
we no longer have cheerleaders. 
I find it hard to believe that the 
budget is so tight that there is not 
enough money to sponsor the 
cheerlegding squad. Besides the 
lack of caring about the interests 
of the cheerleaders, what does 
|  this say about the schools attitude 
toward the football team? This is 
the type of encouragement that 
our high ranking football team 
gets at a  school like MSU.
This past Saturday was the 
football teams last home game, 
scheduled for seven o ’clock on 
the MSU fall athletic schedule that 
was available at the beginning of 
the semester. Imagine my surprise 
when I pull up to MSU at about 
quarter to seven only to find 
the fie ld  p itch  black. When I 
returned home I double-checked 
the schedule, and sure enough
the game was listed for seven 
o 'clock. It seems that the game 
had been changed to 12:30, but. 
there was no notification a t school. 
Would it be that hard to put up a 
few fliers? Even The Montclarion did 
not have the game listed! Rumor 
has it that even the officials were 
not notified tha t the gam e time 
was changed, and this caused a 
delay to the start of the game. Why 
should our team, which is one of the 
highest ranking Division III teams, 
be treated to a game with no fans 
because no one knew about the 
change?
I am not an athlete, but I enjoy 
attending games. Sports are not 
the focus of college, but they add 
to the enjoyment of the experience. 
When \ye have excellent teams, 




Editors Note: There is a factual inacuracy in the above letter. Last 
week’s Sports Sections of The Montclarion listed the the time change for 
the football game under This Week's Red Hawk Action, on page 27.
• All letters must be typed, preferably on disk (text only format) or via e-mail. • Letters exceeding 500  words will ngl be considered for publication. • Once received, letters are 
property of The Montclarion and may be edited for length, content and libel. • Letters will not be printed unless they include the author's name, major, social security number and phone
numben p[ e-i7ipjl,qddrP?5-, i„Qphc ppeJettec by,an author,wiJL-be printed each month. • Submission deadline: Monday. 10:00 p.m. » Letters may be submitted through e-mail to_‘._____
MSUopinions@hotmaii.com'or- sent-to-The Montclarion -  -At+rS: -Opinion Page-Editor; Montcldii» State*University,' 113'Studerif Center Annex, Upper Montcfair, NJ 07043.
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The Horoscope Never Lies
However, Iam bi is Making This 
up as He Goes Along
A r ie s  (M a rch  1 1 - A p r i l
19): Talk absvt a crazy week. Ysvr new 
adviser is s fo r t ,  green, sld and speaks ¿vnny, 
ysv ¿fa// in witH a new circle s £  friends, one 
e§ wHicH Has a bsvnty sii t  6n His Head, the  
Hst g ir l ysv met a t  t l ie  Anti-W ar. 'Rally is 
actually ysvr s is te r  and ysvr evil pHilosopHy 
■teacHer - wHs jv s t  cHopped.yovr Hand e¿¿ 
in a Heated debate on religion - is rea lly  
ysvr ¿fatHer.
T a u ru s  ( A p r i l  l O  - M ay
1 9 ): Ysv are sent spec ifica lly  t s  W.SJJ 
ts  wsrk f i r  tHe radis s ta t is t .  Ysvr extreme 
brand s¿f Hvmsvr and crazy reck mvsic sssn 
g e t ysv kicked o¿¿ tHe air. TH at's \a lrigH t, 
"Gssssssssd morning M sn tc la ir S ta te "  was 
beginning ts  g e t sld and none s¿f tHe Iscal 
g irls  Spske ysvr langvage anyway.
G e m in i (M ay 1 1 - Ju n e
1 I )* Ysvr mvltiple perssnalities ge t ysv 
in trsvble tH is week wHen ysv explsde a t a 
' f i l ls w  evstsmer in tHe G-store, as bstH tHe 
psycHstic. anarcHist witH gssd fisH isn  sense, 
and as ysvr base personality, tH a t brainless 
corpora te drsne witH ns social skills.' 
WHile ysv migHt f in d  tH is finn y , 
in re trssp e c t, campvs seevrity  
saw ns Hvmsvr in ysvr tH rea ts  
s¿f blswing vp Gsllege S a il 
and se ttin g  a ll the  stvdent 
accsvnts back ts  jp rs .
C a n c e r  (June 12
- J u ly  2 2 ): In  sne s¿f ysvr 
many bsring csm pvter science classes in 
RicHardssn H a ll, ysv rece ive m ysterisvs  
messages sn ysvr csmpvter absvt fillsw ing  
a rabb it. S ecre t agents break in ts  ysvr 
classroom and cHase ysv aersss campvs. Ysv 
f in a lly  Isse tHem by dveking into tHe newly 
re  ns va t ed sectisn s¿f Pinley Ha ll, bv t are  
S ta r t le d  wHen ysv a re  kidnapped and ysv 
awake in tHe presence s¿f a grsvp s¿f scar?; 
gstH  ty p e s  wHs w ant ysv ts  ta k e  some 
weird pill.
Leo  (J u ly  2 3 - A u g u s t
2 2 )  : In  respsnge ts  la s t week's car ¿fire, 
vniversity police rsvnd vp ysv and a ¿few stHer 
M sn tc la ir denizens f i r  Questioning. WHile 
in tHe waiting rssm, tHe stHer f i v r  csnvince 
ysv ts  js in  tHem in revenge sn ysvr captsrs, 
an a tta c k  sn M sntc la ir S ta te  University’s 
f in e s t ta x i service.
V irg o  (A u g u s t  2 3 - 
S e p t e m b e r  2 2 ) :  i n  an
a tte m p t ts  spice vp campvs l i f i  sn tfíe  
weekends, ysv and ysvr f iie n d s  plan a f i l l  
¿ ren ta l assav lt aersss tfíe  Rvss/Preeman 
( fia d  towards Gsllege Hall. Ysvr missisn? 
Ts gs in and searefí ¿or yovr le s t best ¿riend 
wHs Has been stvck ssmewHere beHind “ enemy” 
lines since tHe beginning s¿f ¿resfíman year.
L ib r a  ( S e p te m b e r  2 3 
- O c to b e r  2 2 ) :  THsse seven 
deadly sins as ysvr msdvS sperandi f i r  ysvr 
mvrder sprees is re a lly  s ta r t in g  ts  bsre 
vs. T ry  ¿sr ssmetHing s illy  and randsm, like 
sniping 6¿¿ every t f í ird  person wHs leaves 
tfíe  Stvdent Genter ¿rsm ysvr percH a tsp  
P artrid ge  Hall.
S c o rp io  (O c to b e r  2 3  -
N o v e m b e r 2 1 ): Ysv spend ysvr 
birtH day g e ttin g  s illy  drvnk and party ing . 
U n¿ortvna te ly  ¿ s r ysv, ysv wake vp tfíe  
next msrning and Have ns clve wHere ysvr 
c a r is- SHsvId Have gene clvbbing in 'tHe  
c ity  a¿te r  a l i
S a g itta r iu s  (N o v e m b e r  
22 - D e ce m b e r 2 I ) : THat
vnexpla ined’ ra in  s¿f b v l^ r ffg s  tHe stH e r  
nigHt prompts tHe clssing s¿ a ll elementary 
ScHssIs, HigH scHssIs and cslleges nertH o¿ 
e x it 130 sn tHe Parkway... except s¿f csvrse 
¿fsr M sntc la ir S ta te .
C a p r ic o r n  (D e c e m b e r  
2 2  - J a n u a r y  1 9 ) :  r«
accommodate mere stvdents in tHe residence 
Halls, a ll H istsry majors and stHer imaginary 
Stvdents g e t moved... . in ts  ysvr rssm'. 
Complaining ts  residence liSe doesn't wsrk;. 
THey send ysv on a qvest ts  tHe SsvtH side 
e¿ campvs. 0>ne s¿ ysvr new roommates • 
a ta lk ing donkey - accompanies yov on ysvr 
jovrney and yov c a n 't decide wHetHer ts  
k ill Him ts  sHvt Him vp o r pv t vp witH His 
incessant rambling.
A q u a r iu s  (J a n u a ry  2 0  
- F e b r u a r y  18 ) : Some evil 
¿ ra te rn ity  s te a ls  ysvr le t te rs  and Helds 
tHem ¿or a ranssm s¿ one million dollars. Yovr 
'a tte m p ts  to  s tea l tHem back are ¿fsiled by 
robots made to  losk like b e a v tif il,  vslvptvevs, 
blsnde svpermsdels. L e tte rs ?  WHat le tte rs ?  
Yov're stealing tHe rebets!
P is c e s  ( F e b r u a r y  19  
- M a rc h  2 0 ) :  Someone takes  
incrim inating p ic tv re s  o¿ ysv playing  
pa ttyca ke  witH yovr Hvsband’s Hvman boss 
wHs, la te r  tH a t nigHt, is mvrdered. An evil 
jvdge (wHo is rea lly  a toon disgvised as a 
'Hvman) ¿rames ysvr Hvsband ¿fsr  tH'e crime 
as p a r t  e¿ a p ls t ts  destroy tHe Stvdent 
G en te r qvad and bvild  an o il p ipe lin e  in 
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Following the dropping o f U.S. bombs on a small village outside o f 
Kabul, residents o f the town took to the streets with pieces o f what 
they believed were bombs that were dropped on their homes with the 
intent o f killing innocent civilians. It later turned out that the bomb 
fragments were actually tin cans, and the town was not bombed 
until later that afternoon.
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Captain RibMan i» The Pursuit af Crappiness by Sprengelmeyer & Davis
11 Superlatively 
apprehensive
12 Husk of grain ,
13 Sediment











35 Parade group 
37 Great _  Lake 











"You may sniff the bride."
55 Of musical 
sounds
56 “Martha” or 
"Norma”
57 “I Am Woman” 
singer
58 Isinglass
59 Son of Judah 
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65 Goddess of 
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66 Same old same 
old
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child care wanted
Energetic, responsible babysitter for
3-yr-old boy in Montclair (15 minutes 
from MSU). 10-15 hours per week, 
flexible. Must have driver’s license 
and references. Call 9 a.m.to 7 p.m., 
973-746-4879. ________ _
Babysitter 1-2 days/week to care 
for 2 school-aged boys. Non- 
smoker, must drive. Call after 11/1T
973-228-2881.___________
Tutoring: ________  . ______
Childcare needed after-school in my 
West Orange home, M-F, 3-7 p.m., 
for 2 girls, ages 9 and 13. Pick-up 
from school, drive my car to activities, 
help with homework, prepare dinner. 
Driver’s license and checkable refer- 
ences required. 973-669-8163.
Family 1/2 mile from campus seeks 
student to care for 3 y/o. Room, 
board, and pay. Perfect for part-time 
student. Approx. 30 hours per week. 
No weekends. Call 973-744-0278  
for details. _______
help wanted
Fraternities, Sororities, Clubs, Stu­
dent Groups. Earn $1,000-$2,000 
this sem ester with the easy  
Campusfundraiser.com three hour 
fundraising event. Does not involve 
credit card applications! Fundraising 
dates are filling quickly, so call today! 
Contact Campusfundralser.com  
at 888-923-3238, or visit 
www.campusfundraiser.com.
Houlihan’s Restaurant Now Hiring 
Servers. Great Atmosphere, make 
Quick Cash, close to school. Apply 
in person between the hours of 2-5 
p.m. 645 Rt 46 West Fairfield.______
PART TIME assistant for entertain­
ment agency, hours: flexible. Friendly, 
well organized, a fast learner, ener­
getic, able to handle multiple tasks 
simultaneously and possess office, 
phone and computer skills. Earn 
Up To $11.00 per hour. Party Magic 
973-890-8772.________________ __
Nationally known bridal designer 
needs full time help in her studio in 
Milburn, New Jersey. Some knowl­
edge of word processing necessary. 
Call 973-762-1001 after 6:00 p.m.
Seeking Music Teachers for voice, 
guitar, saxophohe and woodwinds. 
Also, seeking motivated, outgoing, 
individual for young children’s 
music classes. Send Resume to 
973-616-9131 or Tel 973-839-5848. 
Ask for Elizabeth. __________
“E” Cleaning Service. $8 per hour. 
Contact: Ernie 973-751-5251. Home 
and office cleaning local._________
Work from Home. Web Developers 
and Translators wanted: Can you 
design web sites? Foreign lan­
guage a plus. Can you Translate 
from English to Spanish or Japa­
nese? E-mail Valentine Okorie. 
vokorie@hotmail.com.____________
roommate wanted
Young Professional seeking room­
mate in spacious two-bedroom Apt. 
in Victorian Home. Laundry, off-street 
parking, 5 minutes from University. 
$800 includes cable and utilities. 
Available Dec. 1. 973-509-8446.
Seeking Roommate to share house 
with in Cedar Grove. Bedroom, 
w/o, AC, parking, nice area, $600 
+ utilities. 5 minutes froth campus. 
Interested, call 973-571-9107 and 
leave a message. ! I
spring break
Spring Break 2002- Travel with STS, 
American’s #1 Student Tour Opera­
tor to Jamaica, Mexico, Bahamas 
or Florida. Promote trips on-cam- 
pus to earn cash and free trips. 
Information/Reservations 1 -800- 
648-4849 o rwww.ststravel.com.
SPRING BREAK PARTY! Indulge in 
FREE Travel, Drinks, Food, and 
Parties with the Best DJ’s and 
celebrities in Cancún, Jamaica, 
M azatlan, and the Bahamas. 
Go to StudentCity.com, call 
1-800-293-1443 or email 
sales@studentcity.com to find out 
more.__________________________
tutoring
T a k i n g  t h e  G IV I A T  ?
If you want to achieve your highest possible 
test score, you may want to try...
• Effective indiVidualized tutoring.
• Adaptable small classes if you prefer.
• At reasonable rates.
• Excellent instruction from skilled and 
thoroughly experienced MBA teachers 
w ho com e w ith  1.0% s co re s !
Gall 973 574 1250. Talk it over.
There’s no obligation.
MPROVE YOUR GRADES and com­
munication skills, prepare for busi­
ness. Experienced, professional tutor 
available for academic subjects, ESL 
and Business, English, GRE, 
SAT, TOEFL. Special rates for 
groups. AT YOUR LOCATION. 
Call Joe at 201-653-2951. Email: 
tutoring now@att.net.__________ _
★ S&mm ★
★  t s i p s r  ★
★  ★
*  Positions Available Immediately *
*  for Ma4 Scientists. ★
*  ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★  ^
★  Ma4 Science o f  North Centra! New Jersey ★
*  is currently looking for stu4ents to  work J  
★ 1-4- hours a week teaching science classes ★  














0 Do You :
★  Love Working with chiMren?
★  Have full-time access to  a cart 
★ Have an outgoing personality?
if you answere4 yes to  these questions, 
give us a call at (973) 244-1880 














★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ -★
•Resume Experience for all Majors 







$ 1 8.25 base-appt.
Caldwell - (973) 882 - 1944 
Parsippàny - (973) 541 - 0122 
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Cruising on ice
Rossillo Fills in for Micek on Offense, Scores 5 Goals
By Mike Halper 
StaffWriter
The Red Hawk offense came alive 
Friday night against Setori Hall; bor­
rowing a page out of the defense’s 
recipe book for success to top the 
Pirates, 9-3. The main ingredient 
for the nightJs victory was gritty, 
positional hockey, and forw ard- 
turned-defender-turned-temporary- 
forward Anthony 
Rossillo was play­Montclair State 9
Seton Hall ing chef.
Rossillo, in only 
his second game back from an MCL 
strain, filled in for Kevin Micek on 
offense, playing alongside Dave 
Bodson for the better part of the 
night. In actuality, Rossillo was play­
ing alongside the net for most of 
the night, and his hockey sense was 
tingling as puck after puck showed 
.up at his feet, just begging to be put 
in the back of the net.
The opportunities just kept 
coming, and the big, white 22 on the 
back of Rossillo's sweater became 
a familiar sight for the Pirates as he 
continued to turn his back on them 
to celebrate with his teammates. 
His final tally for the night was five 
goals, four of them com ing from
within a few feet of, if not in, the 
crease. At any time during his shifts, 
Rossillo was working around the net, 
shouldering aside defenders and 
waiting for the right time to strike. 
That time came often, as the Red 
Hawks got off 60 shots on Seton Hall 
tender Chris Percella.
"It helps playing with Bodson,” 
Rossillo said after the game. "When­
ever he goes in. I’m going to go 
to the back door and look for the 
rebound." That rebound cam e, 
three times, as Bodson got the first 
assist on three of Rossillo's backdoor 
goals. He also got the second assist 
on the other.
If Rossillo was doing the cooking 
this night, Bodson was playing the 
part of table-setter. He was on the 
ice for every Red Hawk goal, includ­
ing one of his own, and he collected 
a career-best seven assists. The only 
goal of the night that he didn’t have 
a part of was the last one, Rossillo's 
fifth. Skating in all alone, Rossillo 
whipped a wrist shot top shelf to 
beat Percella.
Joining Rossillo in his return to 
Floyd Hall Arena was Vinnie Vulcano, 
who had missed a few weeks with 
injuries suffered in a car accident. 
The return of the defensive tandem 
should bode well for the Red Hawks, 
who have seen a drop in produc­
r v
25 R t2 3 » « rth 
Juit South of WIKowBrook Mil
Daily Lunch Specials (2  for 1 Mondays and Ladies Lunch Thursdays)
The NFL Ticket and NHL Center Ice is on every Night 
Thursdays Miller Lite and MGD are just $1.50 a Bottle All Day.
Saturday is Corona Night with $2.00 Bottles from 6pm to Closing.
Friday Nov. 16th ifs Heineken Night with $5.95 Pitchers.
Friday Nov. 23rd it's Budweisers Turn with $4.95 Pitchers.
Every Wednesday is Trivia Nite with Yvette, so come by and test your brain.
Every Sunday Enter to win a chance at SUPER BOWL TICKETS1!
Don't Forget the W WF" SURVIVOR SERIES" Sunday the 18th at 8pm.
Saturday Nov. 17tii the Lewis and Rahman Rematch 
Live at 9pm Never a Cover Charge at Hooters
If you or* " Tho All Amarlean Chaarlaadar " 
and would llko to make ORBAT Money, 
have fun, and Work In a Great Place.
Come on Down.
Part Time and Pull Time Poaltlona are available.
tion during fheir absence. The drop 
in production is most likely directly 
related to the absence of these two 
vocal players.
Rossillo and Vulcano, respectively 
the te a m ’s longest standing and 
oldest members, bring a lot to the 
table. "What me 
and Vinnie bring is m  
experience," Rossillo 
said. "There was a 
lot of [complaining] 
on the team (while 
we were gone). I 
have no problem 
putting someone in 
their p lace  if they 
step out of line.
“You've got to 
have some kind of 
leadership on the 
team ," he con tin ­
ued. "The young 
kids, they sort of look up to us."
Micek, who was on the shelf last 
weekend with a shoulder injury, bias 
returned to practice, and should be 
fine for this weekend’s Maryland trip. 
The return of Micek will allow Rossillo 
to return to his comfortable defensive 
play. “ I like playing defense better," 
Rossillo said after his five-goal perfor­
mance. "I'm more into the game. 
You have a lot more control on D."
The Maryland trip continues the 
softer side of the MSU schedule, as 
the team will face off against the 
M-ACHA’s gutter-dwelling University 
of Maryland, Baltimore County and 
the already-vanquished University 
of Maryland at College Park. While 
both games should be fairly easy
¿¿Th e r e  w a s  a  l o t
OF [COMPLAINING] ON 
THE TEAM [WHILE WE 
WERE GONE.] I HAVE 
NO PROBLEM PUTTING 
SOMEONE IN THEIR 
PLACE...99
victories with the full lineup, the Red 
Hawks can 't look past the clubs -  not 
with another ranking period looming 
large in the near future.
In the first ranking period, con­
sidering games though Oct. 29 
and re leased last Thursday, the 
Red Hawks were 
in fourth place, 
behind Siena, NYU, 
and Stony Brook 
and just ahead of 
Marisf and Franklin 
Pierce College. A 
Stony Brook victory 
over Marist and a 
tie with NYU make 
it all but impossible 
for MSU to pass 
them before fhe 
Anthony Rossillo nexf rankings are 
released on Nov. 
16, but the Red 
Hawks still have to be careful not 
to fall back. Convincing victories 
against UMBC and UMCP, the last 
two games before fhe next rankings, 
should hold the Red Hawks up at 
fourth.
Both NYU and Siena have another 
tie added^ to their records, but still 
no losses. As the season wears on, 
it looks more and more like the Red 
Hawks will have to rely upon their 
head-to-head match-ups with these 
two teams if they want to usurp their 
positions on top of the rankings.
There shouldn 't be any worry 
about the team not being ready. 
Rossillo, their senior player, assures 
that the team will be moving in the 
right direction.
Left: Anthony Rossillo plays 
between the post versus Seton 
Hall in the 9-3 win.
BOTH PHOTOS BY MIKE HALPER/THEMONTCLARION
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Women's Soccer Falls in ECAC Finals
Men Closeout Season Already Looking Ahead to Next Year
By John Montesano 
StaffWriter
The ECAC Division III Metro Cham­
pionship was a game of who could 
shutout their opponent. All three 
games of the four-team tournament 
ended with the losing team failing 
to score a goal.
To open the tournament Mont­





a lege, the three 
seed, 1-0 in 
double overtime. 
The game was scoreless until Steph 
Sabaliauskas finally put one of her 
five shots past Stockton goalie Sarah 
Miller. Sabaliauskas' five shots led 
the Red Hawks who took 18 in the 
game as opposed to Stockton who 
managed half, that amount. The 
Red Hawks amassed more shots on 
goal, 6-2, and MSU goalie had to 
stop those two shots to give the Red 
Hawks the shutout. In the other semi­
finals game, top seeded New York 
University shutout Stevens Tech, 1 -0.
Three days later, Saturday Novem­
ber third, NYU and MSU squared off 
in the ECAC Championship game; 
the same two teams faced off in last
year’s championship as well. Last 
year the Red Hawks defeated NYU 
1 -0 to give them the title but this year 
was a different story. NYU conquered 
the Red Hawks, 2-0, which was the 
second time these two teams faced 
off this season. |n the first meeting, 
NYU also prevailed with a shutout, 
1-0, which was played on the 1 lo t 
October. Jennie Perlmutter and 
Lauren Henkel scored the goals for 
NYU, which were both unassisted. 
MSU only managed three shots on 
goal, which were there only three 
overall and NYU had 12, seven of 
which were on goal.
The Red Hawks, who finished third 
in the NJAC with a  13-5-3 overall 
record and 6-2-1 in the conference, 
don 't exactly.close out their season 
the way they planned but they have 
nothing to be down about. The 
future looks bright for the Red Hawks, 
who only lose two players who are 
seniors. With this young team and 
the success they had this season, by 
qualifying for the NJAC tournament 
and reaching the finals of the ECAC 
tournament, we can only imagine 
the results of next season. *
Men's Soccer
The men's soccer season was
streakier than a window after being 
wiped down by a cheap cleaner. 
They kicked off their season at home 
as participants in the Howard John­
son Cup and won both games.
The two wins were followed up 
by four straight losses. Two of which 
cam e when the Red Hawks were 
involved in the Seashore Classic at 
Richard Stockton College and the 
other two were conference games 
against Rowan and Kean. The Red 
Hawks caught fire with back- to- 
back shutouts against Kings Point 
and Cooper Union and a 1-1 tie 
against Rutgers-Camden.
MSU ended their season with a 
bit of a roller coaster ride. After 
the back- to- back shutouts and the 
tie, Montclair dropped two straight 
games, shutout New Jersey City for a 
1 -0 win, and lost 3-0 to TCNJ.
On a positive note, the Red Hawks 
capped off their season with a win,
4- 3, over Scranton. The win brought 
the Red Hawks final record to 7-10-2 
ovérall, a disappointing 1-6-2 in the 
conference, 6-2-1 a t home, and
5- 4-0 in. non-conference play.
Freshman Matt Caswell finished 
his first season in a Red Hawk uniform 
with three assists in the last game 
and the team's leading scorer with 
14 points. Woodly Lapointe finished 
as the leading goal-scorer with six
and to stay with the positive acco­
lades, senior goalie Alex Luna made 
five saves in his final game to pre­
serve the shutout and add to his 
school record 22 career shutouts.
The mens team hopes success 
is ahead of them. They are an 
extremely young team and lose just 
seven players out of 28 on the team 
roster.
The players have nothing to take 
from this sub-par season but positive 
thoughts about their future.
Build Your RESUME 
as a Copy Editor, 
the best way to get 
your feet wet in the 
Journalism World.
Call X 5241 and 
ask for
Michele Phlpany
Com e m ake The 
M ontclarion  look sharp and
help Copy Edit.
Are You Looking For Füll-Time 
Positions or Internships?
Information Sessions are 
given by companies to 
give you “information” 
about job opportunities. 
Interviews can result 
from these sessions! 
All sessions held in the 
Student Center.
NJ M a n u fa c tu re rs  
In su ra n c e
N ovem ber 8th 9:00-12:00 Room 416
Toys R Us
N ovem ber 13th 9:00-12:00 Room 416
A utom atic  D ata  P ro c e ss in g  
N ovem ber 13th 9:00-12:00 Room 418
W addell & R eed  
N ovem ber 14th 9:00-12:00 Room 416
P ru d e n tia l
N ovem ber 15th 9:00-12:00 Room 416
Montclair State University 
Career Development Center 
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Continued from p. 24
They fa iled on a quarte rback 
sneak, missed a field goal, and 
turned the ball over tw ice in that 
span.
“We had a lack of .communica­
tion on all levels offensively," said Col­
lins, who put the blame on himself. 
"It doesn' t make a difference if it was 
Jersey City, Rowan or Mount Union 
today. We didn't play well."
MSU's only other score of the half 
came when Collins went to .the air 
four times in a row, and connected 
with fullback Scott Wisnewski on a 
12-yard touchdown strike to put MSU 
up 14-0.
But Collins threw a costly intercep­
tion and Dates returned the ball 
33 yards for a touchdown with 39 
seconds left in the half, silencing the 
crowd and the Red Hawks.
MSU didn't play well in the second 
half as tailback Elijah Freer fumbled 
the ball at the N JCU-4 on their open­
ing drive of the third quarter.
The Gothic Knights could not take 
advantage when tailback Frankie 
Sinclair fumbled on the second play 
of the drive.
The Red Hawks capitalized. Collins 
lobbed the ball to freshman wide 
receiver Jasper Hankins who made a 
beautiful diving catch for a 13-yard 
touchdown reception. It was the first 
touchdown of Hankins' career.
MSU inside linebacker Keith Miglio- 
rino intercepted NJCU quarterback 
Corey Valentine on the next posses­
sion and MSU's-qffense got to work.
Collins hit w ide receiver Eric 
Magrini from 11 yards out for his
27th touchdown pass of the year 
tying Walter Briggs’ 15-year-old mark. 
Collins completed 15 of 30 passes for 
244 yards on the afternoon.
MSU added one final score on 
Brent G rab lachoff's  24-yard field 
goal in the fourth quarter.
On a day in which the offense fal­
tered, there was no shortage of com­
munication on the defensive side 
of the ball. MSU's.defense picked 
up the team, playing one of its best 
games of the season forc ing six 
turnovers. -
Over the last three games', MSU’s 
defense has stepped up their game, 
forcing 14 turnovers.
C o -cap ta in  and outside line­
backer Omar Lucas was happy with 
the defensive performance he and 
his teammates put forth.
“We were definitely out there as 
a whole unit and everybody working 
together," said Lucas": “ Early in the 
season, I don 't think we were com­
m unicating as much. Now w e ’re 
definitely communicating more.and 
it's definitely helping."
MSU cornerback Ros Lee was 
outstanding, collecting nine tackles 
and in tercep ting a pass to earn 
NJAC Defensive Player of the Week 
honors. Robert Davis also continued 
his fine play with nine tackles.
The Red Hawks were jtiink ing  
about Rowan last week before play­
ing the Gothic Knights and this week 
they have been thinking about win­
ning a third straight NJAC Champion­
ship when they play the Profs on 
Saturday.
Appearing Every Tuesday at
Whiskey Cafe
1050 Wall S t West, Lyndhurst, NJ. 07071 
(20D-939-4889
$2 Bud + Bud Lite bottles. Kitchen open late. 
Show starts at 10pm. 21 and over, w / 2 
forms of I.D.
While M SU’s offense was struggling with plays and routes, the 
defehse was on top o f its game causing six turnovers and allowing 
NJCU one score.
' ' j "  "V-' V" 1 "l" 11 4— ji'■ v"" —*— — '— .. .
M Garne Set Back As tfef’s Weren't
Time ■
;r:;, ?'■ " •••— -,' a t 2 p.rn., the Red Hawks played
By Andy Seyka J sloppy on the offensive side of
Assistant Sports Editor ■ ; . Jhe ball, committing five turnovers |
vv.. j, : IJ * , • despite beating NJCU, 31-7. To their
Thestartqflast Saturday’s football credit MSU did not use the delayed 
game between MSU and New Jersey start time as an excuse for their lack 
Q'ty^as, delayed anhqyrang t ^ a l f  cluster’play against 
because of a^bfedlfdovvn in tco rfii, don’ t 'think it “|vould have
rhuhicatfo6 b e t^ e h ; th e  ra js tè r tr  dhgngeÒ hbw weÌPidyed," Gianc: 
CollegiateFòotbalTQfficìalsAssocia- ò lasaid.‘‘Ijustdòn't.thinkweplayed 
tion, and 4he officials. s c b g d ^ c i jo . vyeìl f(^r whatever reason.’ It irks me
[ -because-j^donlt fogvg aa^qsw er 
I  Thè jg a r^ .w a s  ̂ opginajly jc y o d ; for the •'easqn."Jyî ^ ^ ;  | |  ’ |  
uled tò begin at 7 p.m.:On October 180 lie d  Hawks poor play might
10,- thé/game-time was moved to, be ^attributed rpore ‘to looking 
12:3Q In the aft^rngon, ■.. ‘3  ■ ahe ad  to  this^yveekscjcish w ith
J  Àften f tf f i lfp  game •" time yyas NJAC.rival Rowan^andperhaps 
changed, the ECFOA Was Informed overlooking a  Tesser‘opponent in 
of the changed the Gothic Knights...
“The assignerwas noticed*1 Head ' . "We have a  routine; but I don’t 
Football Coach Rick Giancqlg said., think it affected us/^MSU left tackle 
"The response back from the assigned Nick G regorio 'said/" We were just 
had an October 10 date saying'that' sloppy."
the change was made. We received . NJCU Head Coach Arnold Jeter 
a confirmation form: for the game: agreed with Giancola and also did 
to be played a t 12:30 with all the not use the delay as an excuse for 
officials assigned. Apparently some- his team performance, 
one who was supposed to contact - "(Both teams] vyere in the same
the officials for the change  was boat," Jeter said. “ I d o n 't ’ really 
never did. *■'-■ • - think the delay had an effect on
"None of the guys, who worked how we played.” • 
the gam e tonight knew tha t the MSU Athletic Director Holly Gera 
game was changed." * was pleased w ith how the problem
■' The delay upset the game day was handled and would not expect 
routine of both teams. ■ • - v ' w .  an incident like this to reoccur.
“ [The routine] is disrupted.from '.||;T h è .a ^h ing i'5è ^ ice isreexam- 
the standpoinf that ypu expecf to in ing their procedures to  make 
go out on the field a t a certain time," sure that something like this will not 
Giancola said.' - 1 -- happen again," Gera said.
When the game finally did start
With game time at 12:30 p.m., the m issing referee crew would 
delay the game till 2  p.rp.
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Field Hockey Champs
Breaking Records Along the Way
By Meredith Quick 
StaffWriter
The MSU Field Hockey team fin­
ished their season with an ECAC 
Championship tifié, their first since 
1990. The Red Hawks had a record- 
breaking season. Senior Co-Captain 
Laura Popes had the most goals 
_______________  in a season
Montclair State
Catholic University 0
and also most 
points ta llied  
in a season.
Senior Co- 
Captain Janel Bertini had the most 
assists in a season. As a team they 
had the longest winning streak, and 
beat The College of New Jersey for 
the first time since 1980. They finished 
with a final record of 15-4.
The championship game started 
with the desire and will for the title. 
The senior’s four years of practice 
and devotion has led them to their 
ultimate goal, post season play. With 
3:06 left in the first half, sophomore 
Lea Smith scored with an assist from 
Senior Andrea Ulicny.
"It felt good to give our team a 
lead before fhe end of the half," 
smith said. In the second half the 
Red Hawks hfeld off Catholic with 
a solid defense, leaving MSU with 
a championship game win of 1-0. 
Winkle added another shut out to her 
record as well as the tournament's 
MVP Award. Winkle tallied nine saves 
making 166 saves for the season.
“ It was a good feeling to know 
that my efforts helped the team bring 
home the championship," Winkle 
said on being named the MVP. "We 
stayed focused against Cafholic. 
We wanted to win the championship 
for our seniors. It was too long of a 
van ride to come home without a 
championship and that motivated 
us to play at our highest level." •
The ECAC Tournament started 
with MSU getting a bye as'second 
seed. On November 3 the Red Hawks 
aggressively awaited play against 
Drew University. During the regular 
season these two teams’ met with 
MSU taking the win 3-1. At their 
second meeting MSU came out hard 
in the first half with Senior Co-Captain 
Ali Bellino scoring on a penalty stroke 
with 11:19 left in the first half.
Drew scored to tie up the game 
with 2:42 left in the second half send­
ing the game into overtime. With 
10:02 left in fhe first overtime Popes 
scored to advance MSU into the 
EQAC Finals against Catholic Univer­
sity. Goalkeeper Trisha Winkle added 
five saves to her yearly total.
Records have been broken and 
dreams com e true. All the hard 
work has proved to achievement 
of greatness. The gam e against 
Catholic was the final one for seniors 
Ali Bellino, Janel Bertini, Laura Popes, 
Andrea Ulicny, and Donna Wixted.
Additional reporting done by Jim 
Whalen
The seniors o f the team gather together together one last time to pose 
with the ECAC Championship plaque. (From left to right: Head Coach 
Dawn Strunk, Seniors Janel Bertini, Andrea Ulicny, Laura Popes, Donna 
Russo, A li Bellino, and Donna Wixted.)
CURTESY OFMEREDITH QUICK
Financial support in the form of 
assistantships, stipends & co-op 
are available for qualified students.
Contact: Ms. Nancy Vega 
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Rowan l ' 1 7-1
TCNJ 3-2 5-4
SUNY-Cortland A 3-3 5-4
NJCU 1-4 1-7
Kean 1-4 ; 2-6









Kean J l - 7 16-10
Rowan IQ-8 14-11
Richard S tockton 10-8 15-11
Ram apo 8 -1 0 11-13
Rutgers-N ew ark 8-lb 14-11
TCNJ 7-11 11-13
MSU .6-12 11-13
R utgers-C am den 3-15 6-18








Richard S tockton 13-5 19-10
R utgers-C am den A 1 llr7 17-10
MSU 1 11-7 15-11
Kean I 7-11 9-15
Ram apo 6-12 11-13
W PU 5-13 8-15
NJCU 4-14 7-17




TCNJ mm 3-1 11-3
Rowan 1 3-Ì 13-3
W PU 1 2-2 13-4
MSU 12-2 15-4




R utgers-N ew ark 6-1 16-7
Kean ■ ô k 23-10
Richard S to ck to n / ¡ 5 - 2 1 15-19
Rowan 1 5 -2 / 18-8
W PU 3-4 I 16-10
NJCU ' 2 ^ 10-11
MSU 1-6 4-19
Ram apo 0-7 6-23
V
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Sat. 10 @ Rowan*
1:30
WRESTLING
Sat. 10 MSU INVITATIONAL 
9 a.m.
MEN’S BASKETBALL
Fri. 16 vs Medgar Evers$
8 p.rn.
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Sat. 17 vs SUNY-New Paltz% 
1:30 p.m.
* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests 
#lfN ecesary 
$ MSU Tip-Off .Tournament 
% Pepsi Tip-Off Tournament
^ WMKÌ
Winkle was named MVP of the ECAC 
tournament, stopping 12 of the 13 shots in 2 
games. She made 8 saves in the 1-0 championship 
game victory over Catholic University, including a 
stop on a penalty kick.




Smith scored the game winning goal against 
Catholic University, giving the Red Hawks their 
first ECAC championship since 1990.
Ros Lee
Sophomore Cornerback 
Hometown: Key port, NJ -
Lee played his best game of the season against 
NJCU. He intercepted a pass, recorded 3 pass 
deflections, collected 7 tackles, and was named 
NJAC Defensive Player of the Week.
Football
1113- MSU 31, NJCU 30*
Women’s Soccer





1114-  MSU 1, Catholic0#





Hometown: Long Branch, NJ
Popes scored the winning goal in overtime in 
MSU’s semi-final win over Drew University on 
Saturday. Popes finishes the season with school 




Sabaliaskas scored the winning goal in MSU’s 
1-0 win over Richard Stockton in the semi-finals 
of the ECAC tournament.
Hockey Club Picks Up 
Micek and Others to Roll 
See Page 19
Voi 8 1 No. 9
red hawk
orts Women’s Soccer goes to ECAC Finals See Page 20November 8, 2001
ECAC CHAMPS!!
PHOTO COURTESY OF MEREDITH QUICK
The field hockey team captured their first ECAC Championship in over 10 years this past weekend. Goalie Trisha Winkle (in the 
middle holding square plaqpe) won MVP as she made eight saves in 1-0 win over Catholic University. SEE PAGE 22
Sloppy Victory Over NJCU 
As Team Looks to Rowan
Collins, Offense - No Communication 
Defense - All on the Same Note
By Eli Gelman 
Assistant Sports Editor
If this is how they're goinc 
to play against Rowan, th< 
Red Hawks might as well sta1 
home this Saturday. Cleart 
l o o k i n g  
ahead tc 




rarely executed on offense 
and turned the ball over five 
times, but still managed to 
blow out New Jersey City 
31-7. That the Red Hawks 
controlled the game despite 
p laying w hat C o -cap ta in  
and quarterback Ed Collins 
called their "worst, game all 
year," is just another sign of 
how good this team is.
“ It’s nice to  take a win 
31-7 and be angry with the
way you played. I think that 
says a little something about 
our resiliency,” said MSU 
Head Foot­
ball Coach 
Rick G ianc- 
ola. "But we 
c e r t a i n l y  
didn’t play 





M a r k  
“Money" Hall, 
like most of 
the Red 
Hawks, was not on the 
money in this game, fumbling 
two punt returns before leav­
ing the game with a strained 
quadriceps. Hall's mishap 
on Duane Dates' punt in the 
first quarter left NJCU with
a chance to take an early 
lead. But NJCU place kicker 
Robert Bing missed a 32-yard 
field goal 








d e f e n s i v e  
Troy
Winds’ to 
-  Ed Collins NickSerpico
( C u o r te r lo o c k  fo r t h e o p e n _
ing score. 
The Red Hawks got within the 
Gothic Knights’ 27-yard line 
five more times in the half, 
but only scored on one of 
their trips.
See "FOOTBALL" o n  P. 21
66 ...IT  DOESN’T 
MATTER IF IT WAS 
JERSEY CITY,
ROWAN, OR MOUNT 
UNION TODAY. WE 
DIDN’T PLAY WELL.99 back
Battl6  for the N JAC l See Inside Pullout
M agrini to Rowan:
MIKE SANCHEZ /  THE MONTCLARION
MSU vs. Rowan: A fte r  10 weeks the w a it is  
over and the juggernauts o f the NJAC will battle 
fo r the rightfu l title o f the best. LOOK INSIDE  
FOR A SPECIAL PULLOUT PREVIEWING THIS 
WEEKEND’S GAME.
